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ADULT EDUCATION AND FAMILY LITERACY
REFORM ACT

FRIDAY, MAY 19, 1995

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF

THE COMMMTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator James A. Jeffords
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Jeffords and Pell.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. This hearing of the Subcommittee on Edu-
cation, Arts and Humanities with respect to adult education is
called to order.

Senator Pell, who desired very much to be with us, is unable to
be here at the onset, but he will hopefully arrive later today. We
have the budget on the floor, which is of some interest to people,
especially in the area of education, and thus members may come
in and out during the course of the morning.

I want to get moving, though, right away, because all of us have
a busy day today. We have some excellent witnesses, and I look for-
ward to hearing from them.

Earlier this week, the United States Bureau of Census released
a report which states that increasing workers' education produces
twice the gain in workplace productivity than tools and machinery.
This information is crucial for members to ponder as Congress con-
siders legislation to slash educational funding under the guise of
deficit reduction. As I have said all along, investing in education
is the only feasible approach to digging us out of our debt crisis,
and more importantly, to ensure that we have an increasing stand-
ard of living for the people of this Nation instead of a decreasing
standard of living, which has occurred over the last 20 years.

In a week which we have been inundated with budget numbers,
numbers will determine America's economic future and perhaps
also its role as a world leader. It is appropriate :hat we conclude
by holding a hearing on adult education.

It is crucial to emphasize the importance and value of education
at every age. It, is not only the key to personal success but to the
continued success of our democracy.

During the coming budget debate, for example, both Rep;:blicans
and Democrats will make outrageous claims about the potential ef-
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fects of cuts as we balance our budget. How will Americans know
how to parse out the good information from the bad and make in-
telligent choices about their leaders if they are not able to read,
write, or think critically?

I think that Sam Houston summarized this thought best when
he said, "The benefits of education and of useful knowledge, gen-
erally diffused through a community, are essential to the preserva-
tion of a free government."

We are here today to discuss a critical Federal programthe
Adult Education Actdesigned to ameliorate one of the saddest in-
dictments of our societythe fact that over 50 percent of the adults
in this country are functionally illiterate, as indicated by the chart
on my right. (See Chart A) This is unacceptable, inexcusable, and
cannot go on.

[Chart A referred to follows:]

High School Graduates Are Unable To Perform Basic Tasks
Ustng Basic Skills

60%

8 30%
i
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1
.:
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SO%
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1 40%

_ . .

Speaking & Writing Skills Using Information Applied Information Skills,
Including math

111 Illiterate Literate

These people cannot write a brief letter about an error made on
a credit card bill, use a detailed bus schedule, or calculate the dif-
ference between a regular and sale price from an advertisement.

Almost one.quarter of all adults in America cannot even locate
a piece of information from a sports article, find a particular inter-
section on a street map, or calculate total purchase costs from an
order form.

These uncomfortable realities affect tens of millions of Ameri-
cans, their self-esteem, and their ability to function in and contrib-
ute to society.

In the aggregate, these pr)blems create an immeasurable drag
on social stability and on our competitiveness in the international
economy. As you can see from the next chart, the cost of illiteracy
to the marketplace, to our society, is $225 billionthat is $225 bil-
lioneach year. (See Chart B) And when you think of what we
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spend on education, that dwarfs it. We could save twice as much
by just trying to make a significant and serious dent in that aspect.

[Chart B referred to follows:1
More Than Half A Trillion Dollars In GDP Is Lost Per Year

Because We Fall To Educate Our People

.

St

343 Billion
for *he Cost of

Crime to Society

In addition,.as you will see, that chart shows that the total drag
on our economy because of education inefficiencies and ineffective-
ness is somewhere near half a trillion dollars, to say nothing of the
fa^.t that the loss to revenue by having nontaxpayers is another
$125 billion.

My point is that as we go into the budget debate, it is counter-
productive to cut those things which are going to increase your so-
cial costs and decrease your revenues.

The purpose of the Adult Education Act is to provide support for
education programs geared toward out-of-school youth age 16 and
above and adults to acquire the necessary oral and written com-
petencies that are essential to not only the workplace but also ev-
eryday living and functioning in our society.

Adults enter adult literacy :3rogiams for a number of reasons,
some of which are economic and some of which are not. While one
person might be unemployed and enter a literacy course to improvehis or her employability status, another might already have a job
and might be seeking to enhance his or ner general workforce
skills. A third might wish to improve his or her literacy skills to
help their children with their school work.

In 1993, for example, 3.8 million students participated in adult
education programs. Almost 300,000 passed the GED test or re-
ceived a high school diploma. More than 227,000 gained employ-
ment or advanced in the workforce due to adult education. Another
30,000 were removed from public assistance, 39,000 registered to
vote for the first time, 11.000 obtained citizenship, and almost
200,000 entered another education or training program.

Total funding for fiscal year 1995 for Federal adult education
programs is $302.3 million, but only one-half of those individuals
seeking adult education services receive then.. This statistic does
not even include the thousands of individuals who need services
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but do not know how to seek those servicesand I would say mil-
lions here, rather than thousands, because we have somewhere
around 80 million people who are either functionally illiterate or il-
literate. And you will remember that Goals 2000 says that by the
year 2000, every one of those 80 million will be literate. So if we
are really serious about reaching those goals, we obviously have a
long way to go.

The Federal Government has been a leader in emphasizing the
importance of literacy and skills necessary for successful perform-
ance in society and a high quality of life, and it must continue to
provide leadership in establishing policies and programs which
support an effective adult education delivery system.

The existing adult education program, which we will examine in
great detail today, is an outstanding example of how Government,
the private sector, and an extensive network of volunteers can
maximize their resources in delivering critical adult education serv-
ices.

Participants in this effort range from renowned people such as
former First Lady Barbara Bush and the very famous cookie manu-
facturer, Wally Amos, to church leaders and thousands of unsung
heroes who volunteer their time through religious organizations
and other civic entities to accomplish the important goal of a lit-
erate society.

To the surprise of none, let me praise those in my own State of
Vermont, where a number of nonprofit and volunteer agencies de-
liver adult education services. One example is Central Vermont
Adult Basic Education, a nonprofit organization which provides
free literacy instruction to individuals in three counties. This orga-
nization has been in business for nearly 30 years. Its annual enroll-
ment is between 700 and 900 adults who receive basic literacy
skills and study for their GED, or who study English as a second
language. It is supported by $690,000 Federal dollars and resources
from the Vermont Department of Education, local governments,
private fundraising, and most importantly, a volunteer corps which
numbers over 400.

This hearing today will focus on how the F,!deral Government,
State governments and the private sector can improve the adult
education delivery system. For us to determine the appropriate
roles, it is important first to discuss what our goals for adult edu-
cation should be. The three most important outcomes from my per-
spective are as follows: 1) increasing the number of high school di-
plomas or competencies for those who did not complete high school
initially; 2) improving literacy skills, particularly by emphasizing
the importance of literacy skills for parents, and 3) enhancing eco-
nomic growththat is, productivityso that all members of the
workforce possess the necessary basic skills.

Senator Kassebaum is currently drafting a proposal which will
require improved coordination between adult education and voca-
tional education and job training Coordination among these pro-
grams should be a priority. Under a coordinated system, once
adults receive the necessary literacy services and other skills
through an adult education program, their learning cannot and
should not cease. Graduates of adult education programs should
then be encouraged to pursue job training activities.
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I look forward to hearing from the witnesses this morning. They
will give us a good idea of what ought to be done and what is being
done.

As our first witness, we are honored to have Dr. Augusta
Kappner join us after recently testifying on vocational education,
where she did an excellent job with respect to that issue.

Dr. Kappner is assistant secretary for vocational and adult edu-
cation for the U.S. Department of Education. She has held a num-
ber of distinguished positions in New York City's higher education
system, both as a college president and dean of adult and continu-
ing education. This summer, Dr. Kappner will return to the aca-
demic world and become president of Bank Street College.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank her for her hard
work at the Department of Education, and I wish her the best in
her new endeavor and hope she will continue to be as invaluable
a resource as she has been as we move ahead in our efforts to
reenergize our vocational and adult education programs.

Thank you for coming, and please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF AUGUSTA KAPPNER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, WASIHNGTON, DC; AND ANDREW
HARTMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE
FOR LITERACY, WASHINGTON, DC
MS. KANNER. Thank you very much, Senator Jeffords, both for

those very kind words and most of all for your opening statement,
which displayed such an understanding of what needs to happen
in education in this country, and for the opportunity to be here and
discuss the administration's proposal, the Adult Education and
Family Literacy Reform Act of 1995.

I would also like to thank Senator Kennedy in his absence for in-
troducing that bill, which is S. 797, which was introduced in the
Senate on May 11.

The bill that we have introduced is our response to the needs of
students and educators of adult education and family literacy pro-
grams. As we prepared for the reauthorization of the Adult Edu-
cation Act, we invited the public to tell us about their experiences,
and we heard from over 5,000 individuals and learned a great deal,
and we used a great deal of that response in developing our bill.

We heard from countless individuals who talked about how adult
education and literacy had enabled them to better their lives and
better the lives of their children. We heard many, many moving
success stories from individuals, from students, and there are many
students in this room today who I am sure have similar success
stories.

We do not often, though, or at least as often, hear the stories of
the educatcrs who devote their lives to trying to provide these op-
portunities for adults to achieve their learning objectives and to tri-
umph in their personal goals. As you have noted, there are over
100,000 teachers working in about 3,500 organizations that, provide
adult education and literacy services, at over 30,000 locations,
which are schools, colleges, and community agencies across the
United States.

9
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Adult edtication programs, as we know, often operate on a shoe-
string. State educational agencies rely very heavily on the leader-
ship of the Department of Education and the National Institute for
Literacy, for research, for technical assistance, and for the funds
for program improvement. Many local programs are very depend-
ent on F'ederal adult education grants for the vast majority of their
funding.

As we talked to people across the country, program staff told us
that their State departments of education need financial assistance
to create professional development opportunities. Only about 10
percent of adult education teachers have full-time status with any
job security or benefits. Local program directors told us that they
need funds to offer counseling, job assistance and child care in
order to improve the retention of their students. They told us that
technology can eliminate some of the barriers that students face,
such as the lack of child care and transportation, and help them
to reach adults in rural areas and allow students to progress at
their own pace.

State and program staff asked us for flexibility to determine the
focus of their programs to meet the local needs that they must
meet.

As you have so eloquently pointed out, we do have a literacy cri-
sis in America, and we must make some changes to address that
crisis. In the 1992-93 school year, adult education did serve almost
4 million students, but that truly was a small percentage of those
who were in need. Sonie did come to learn to read to their children,
some to improve their skills for job reasons, and some to advance
their careers. About 38 percent were between the ages of 16 and
24, and each year 300,000 individuals complete a high school
equivalency.

We know what contributes to the success of adults in literacy
programs. Program evaluators and program staff show us that re-
sources and technical assistance make a difference. On innovative
approach to improving participation and retention rates is work-
place literacy, which has been federally funded through national
demonstrations. These workplace literacy programs teach basic
skills in classes which are tailored to meet work-related skill needs
and usually at the work site. Workplace literacy is one method
which can eliminate barriers to participation and make education
more meaningful.

Elco Industries in Rockford, IL, for example, offers its employees
more than 60 courses ranging from English literacy and GED prep-
aration to technical job-related courses.

Our proposal, the Adult Education and Family Literacy Reform
Act, would streamline the major Federal literacy programs, includ-
ing the Adult Education Act and Even Start, and many small set-
asides into one coherent act. A national leadership authority would
make it possible for the Department to continue to support profes-
sional development, the advancement of technology, and research.

Our proposal adheres to the following principlesthe principles
of streamlining, State flexibility, accountability for results,
targeting to the States and local areas with the greatest needs, im-
proving consumer choice among educational and employment op-
portunities, and promoting quality in many ways.

1 0



Let me share some of the details of that proposal. First, we
would streamline about a dozen current State and local adult and
family literacy grants into a single, $479.5 million grant program,
administered by one or more State educational agencies. The Fed-
eral share of the funds for each State's program would be no great-
er than 75 percent.

Second, our bill would target funds to State and local areas with
the greatest need. The new funding formula would distribute 50
percent of the funds based on the adult education target population
and 50 percent based on the number of adults living in poverty.
States would be required to give preference for funding to those ap-
plicants that serve areas with the highest concentration of educa-
tionally and economically disadvantaged adults.

Third, a 5-year plan would describe the State's assessment of its
needs and how it will use its Federal funds to establish, improve
and expand literacy programs.

Fourth, because the Even Start program shows such exceptional
promise, our proposal requires that at least 25 percent of the funds
that each State sub-grants to local agencies be devoted to Even
Start family literacy projects. This rule could be waived if the State
was already meeting its family literacy needs in an exemplary way.

Fifth, the proposal would encourage States to monitor program
quality and support improvements in program access, in retention.
of students, and in results by requiring that States give priority to
the factors that create high-quality programs.

Sixth, the bill would also give priority to programs that establish
links with other agencies and services, such as social services agen-
cies and the one-stop career centers. We need to maximize all of
our resources and make sure that those in adult literacy have ac-
cess to good job training information.

Seventh, we would ensure that increased program accountability
occurs by requiring States, in consultation with adult education
and literacy agencies and organizations, to set performance goals
for the achievement of literacy program participants. States would
assist their local programs if they were not meeting the perform-
ance objectives; the State would have the role of helping them to
improve their services.

Eighth, the IA would create new incentives for improving pro-
grams and ensuring student success. Beginning in 1998, States and
the Secretary of Education would be authorized to provide financial
incentives or awards for excellence to exemplary programs.

Ninth, our bill would authorize States to use up to 10 percent of
their funds for professional development, curriculum dissemination
and monitoring and evaluating cf local programs and other quality-
building efforts. We feel it is important that the State have a lead-
ership role in doing this.

Finally, we would build our capacity in the Nation to provide
adult education through national research, technical assistance,
evaluation, and professional assistance. This would include contin-
ued support for the National Institute for Literacy.

We have put much work into this proposal, and we are ready to
continL that work by working with this subcommittee to have the
very best that can be created to improve our adult education and
family literacy system.
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Thank you for this opportunity to be here today.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kappner follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AUGUSTA SOUZA KAPPNER

Chairman Jeffords, Senator Pen, and members of the subcommittee, thank you
for the opportunity to discuss the "Adult Education and Family Literacy Reform Act
of 1995"the Administration's proposal to make Federal assistance for adult edu-
cation and family literacy more flexible and effective. I would like to thank Senator
Kennedy for introducing the bill, S 797, on May 11, 1995.

This bill is our response to the needs of the students and educators of adult edu-
cation and family literacy programs. In preparation for the reauthorization of the
Adult Education Act, the Department of Education invited the public to tell us
about their experiences. We learned a great deal. We received letters and testimony
from more than 5,000 people. Six humired teachers, State administrators, employ-
ers, and adult learners purneyed to five cities to offer their ideas. We heard many
poignant and inspiring stories and met many dedicated and courageous people.

Among the learners were a group of welfare mothers participating in adult edu-
cation as part of their course of studies to reenter the labor market. These women
boarded buses at 3 am. in Bangor, ME, in order to come to the Boston hearing and
tell us what a difference adult education had made in their lives. A young mother
from Kansas described adult education as her second chance at a better life. Having
earned a high school equivalency diploma, she plans to go on to college. Her greatest
satisfaction is best described in her own words: "Now I can give my son and myself
a better life. I know I can do it, and a positive mother makes a positive family."
A 50-year-old high school graduate told us how he could not read when he enrolled
in adult basic education classes in order to keep his job when his plant installed
some new technology. Through a program of individual and computer-assisted in-
struction, he learned to read. He even received a promotion at work.

We have all heard such moving success stories about literacy programs. We do
not hear as often the stories of thc educators who devote their lives to providing
opportunities for adults to achieve their learning objectives and triumph in. their
personal goals. There are over 14)0,000 teachers working in about 3,500 organiza-
tions providing adult education in an estimated 30,000 locations, including schools,
colleges, and community agencies. At our hearings, we met many of these educators.
Their stories are moving. too. Adult education programs often operate on a shoe-
string. State educational agencies rely on the leadership of the Department of Edu-
cation and the National Institute for Literacy for research, technical assistance, and
funds for program improvement. Many local programs are dependent on the Federal
adult education grant for the vast majority of their funding. They have unmet needs
for the professional development, technoloa, and supportive services that could help
their clients continue their studies and succeed.

Program staff told us that their State Departments of Education need financial
assistance with the training of adult education teachers as well as for hiring more
full-time instructional personnel. Only about 10 percent of adult education teachers
have full-time status with any job security or Ix -:efits. The majority of programs
rely heavily on volunteer tutors to supplement their staff. Participants in the hear-
ings expressed overwhelming support for Federal assistance for State leadership ac-
tivities For example, one States staff explained that through the current State
adult education grant, teachers and administrators have the funds necessaty to de-
velop instructor training materials and videos, and new instructional materials and
approaches.

Local program directors told us they need funds to offer counseling, job assistance,
and child care in order to improve client persistence. Many reported not having the
resources to provide full-time programming, which would allow students to achieve
their goals in a timely manner, nor.a sufficient number of counselors and other sup-
port services staff.

State and program directors had much to say about technology. They told us how
it eliminates some of the barriers that impede student success, such as child care
and transportation problems. They reported that technology is highly effective in
reaching adults in rural areas. They also appreciated the way that technology allows
students to progress at their own pace and meet their individual goals.

So many of the pmgrams cannot afford to do all they want to in order to support
their clients' efforts to master literacy skills. Program directors told us that they
need increasing flexibility to use their dollars efficiently to nieet the challenges that
confront them. We heard that set-asides and limitations in the Federal programs
are often ineffectivethey create additional State administrative costs and duplica-
tive administrative functions. State educational agency and program representatives
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asked for flexibility to determine the focus of their local programs based on local
needs assessments.

We have a literacy crisis in America. The 1993 National Adult Literacy Survey
found that more than 20 percent of adults performed at the lowest level of basic
skillsroughly at or below a fifth-grade level in reading and math. This is far below
the level needed for effective participation in job training or high-wage occupations,
or. for parents to be their children's most important teachers. Literally millions of
young adults under the age of 24 are out of school and have not completed high
school or the equivalent. Many of these disadvantaged adults will turn to the adult
education system to complete their high school education and start on the path to
postsecondary education, better jobs, and more effective parenting.

In the 1992-93 school year, adult education served almost 4 million customers.
Some came to learn to read to their children, some to improve their skills so they
can get a job, and some to advance in their careers. About 34 percent were enrolled
in adult basic education, 26 percent in adult secondary education programs leading
to a GED or high school credential, and 40 percent in English language programs.
About 38 percent were young people between the ages of 16. and 24. Each year, more
than 300,000 individuals complete a high school diploma or general equivalency de-
gree through these programs.

Solid basic skills are essential building blocks for more advanced learning, job
training, career opportunities, citizen involvement, and effective parenting. Adultswith low literacy levels are more likely than the general population to be unem-
ployed, in poverty, on welfare, or in prison. The lack of literacy skills not only affects
adults, it also affects the education and life prospects of their children.

We know what contributes to the success of adults in literacy programs. Program
evaluation findings, routinely confirmed by the stories of adult educators, show that
resources and technical assistance matter. Relatively long-term participation, the
availability of support services, instruction in the context of students' interests and
needs, and the use of appropriate advanced instructional technology appear to con-
tribute to participants' success. Adults who complete a basic skills curriculum of at
least 100 hours demonstrate significant improvement in basic skills.

Follow-up studies of individuals who leave adult education programs before com-
pleting show that many leave for reasons unrelated to the program. Most leave be-
cause of changes in their employment.situation. Some say they simply could not
manage classes and family responsibilities; others cite transportation or child care
pmblems. Support services, the improved use of technology, flexible scheduling, and
expanded access can help retention in adult education.

One innovative approach to improving participation and retention rates is work-
place literacy, which has been federally funded through national demonstrations.
Workplace literacy programs offer adults opportunities to master basic skills nec-
essary for job training and career opportunities in classes tailored to meet their
work-related skill needs, usually at their place of employment. Workplace literacy
can eliminate barriers to participation and make education more meaningful.

Elco Industries in Rockford, IL is a company that recognizes the importance of
workplace literacy. Elco offers its employees more than 60 courses ranging from
English literacy, GED preparation, and basic literacy to technical job-related
courses. Over the past four years, this program has provided 12,000 to 15,000 hours
of employee instruction annually, enabling the company to meet its customers' qual-
ity stanaards, earn a sizable profit, and avoid general layoffs. The convenience of
on-site instruction improves partitipation. Elco is an example of how States are
using their adult education basic grunt funds to support workplace literacy.

The National Education Goals state that by the year 2000, every adult American
will be literate and will possess the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in
a global economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. OtherGoals are that all children in America will start school ready to learn and that the
Nation will achieve a 90 percent graduation rate. If we are going to address the lit-
eracy crisis in America and achieve these goals, the Department of Education mustcontinue to provide the leadership and the technical assistance to States and thefield that supports the improvement and capacity-building of these essential pro-grams.

The President's GI Bill for America's Workers proposed streamlining Federal as-
sistance for adult education and training. The Administration's "Adult Education
and Family Literacy Reform Act" would conso:idate the major Federal literacy pro-
grams and many small set-asides into one coherent act. The State and local pro-
grams under the Adult Education Act, including those in the National Literacy Actof 1991, Even Start family literacy, library literacy. and the Job Training Partner-
ship Act set-aside for education are included in the imposed State grant. A national
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leadership authority would make it possible for the Department to continue to sup-
port professional development, the advancement of technoloa, and research.

Our proposal adheres to the following principles:
Streamlining. Federal programs should be streamlined and free of unnecessary

requ i re me nts .
Flexibility. States should have the flexibility to fund those programs that meet

their unique needs and to coordinate resources in comprehensive programs.
Accountability. The Federal investment should create a performance partner-

ship with States and local agenciesfocusing on program results and accountability
for performance through the development of State indicators of program quality and
student success, and the evaluation of services.

Targeting. Funds should be targeted to the States and local areas with the
greatest need for adult education and family literacy services.

Consumer Choice. Individuals should have good information about educational
and employment opportunities and the knowledge and skills needed for work, job
training, and future learning.

Quality. Programs should build on what we know about quality programsen-
couraging the use of technology, support services, links with community services,
and staff development. A national capacity-building effort should support program
improvement.

As you know, the Administration proposes to link family literacy and adult edu-
cation by making family literacy an allowable use of the new State grant and re-
quiring that a minimum of 25 percent of that grant support Even Start projects.
I would like to take a minute to tell you why we believe it is important to connect
adult education and family 'iteracy efforts.

The success of family literacy programs lies in educating adults so that they can
have a positive impact on the education of their children. There is a direct correla-
tion between the literacy skills of parents and those of their children. From research
we know that reading out loud to children is the single most important thing adults
can do to ensure their later success in reading. When parents and children partici-
pate together in literacy programs, the,parents improve thtir parenting skills and
become more involved in their children s education. In addition, evidence suggests
that adult education programs that incorporate family literacy have higher retention
rates than traditional adUlt education programs.

There are some outstanding examples of programs that combine adult education
and family literacy. The Decker Family Development Center in Barberton. OH is
a collaborative effort of the University of Akron, the Barberton City Schools, and
the Children's Hospital Medical Center of Akron, in conjunction with 18 support
agencies. The Decker Center is a one-stop family support, early childhood interven-
tion, and adult education program. The Center currently serves 335 parents and
their 455 preschool children and is supported by Even start and adult education
funds. Our proposal to authorize Even Start family literacy and adult education in
the same act would create new tennections. For example, we propose a coherent
State assessment of the need for both types of services and a single State plan, as
well as one source of Federal funds for both. We expect this will make it easier for
the Decker Center to utilize Federal resources in its comprehensive programs and
encourage many more communities to follow the example.

I now want to share some of the details of our proposal.
First, we would consolidate current State , -id local grants for adult education and

family literacy into a single $479.5 million grant program administered by one or
more State educational agencies. Funds would be available to support the range of
services now funded by the separate programs. Libraries, workpl: literacy consor-
tia, and job training agencies would be eligible to receive grants from their States,
along with schools, colleges, and community-based organizations. The Federal share
of the funds for each State's programs would continue to be no greater than 75 per-
cent, with States and localities contributing an additional 25 percent or more.

Second, our bill would target funds to States and local areas with the greatest
need for adult education and family literacy services. A new funding formula would
distribute 50 percent of the funds based on the adult education target population
and 50 perrent based on the number of adults living in poverty. States would be
required to give preference for funding to those applicants that serve areas with the
highest concentrations of educationally and economically disadvantaged adults.

Third, States would identify the unique needs of their adults and families for lit-
eracy services and target their Federal funds on meeting those needs. A five-year
State plan would describe the State's assessment of its needs and how it will use
its Federal funds to establish, improve, and expand adult education and family lit-
eracy services. Plans would describe how States intend to direct funds to services
that are high quality and lead to substantial learning gains for participants.
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Fourth, the proposal requires that at least 25 percent of the funds that each State
subgrants to local agencies be devoted to Even Start projects. However, if a State
is already meeting the family literacy needs of its residents, the Secretary could
waive or modify this requirement. Even Start and other family literacy projects inte-
grate adult education, parenting education, and early childhood education into a
unified set of services and activities. These projects are relatively new and not well
established in many States. We want to encourage the continued support of Even
Start projects and promote the expansion of family literacy models. Support for
Even Start family literacy for migratory and Indian families would continue.

Fifth, the pmposal would encourage the States to monitor program quality and
support improvements in program access, retention, and results by requiring States
to give priority to adult education and family literacy programs with characteristics
often found in high-quality programs. These include programs that are built on a
strong foundation of research and effective educational practices, employ advances
in technology and contextual learning, and are staffed by well-trained instructors,
counselors, and administrators. Programs that are of sufficient intensity and dura-
tion for participants to achieve substantial learning gains, and that help people at-
tend and succeed through support services and flexible schedules, are also identified
as priorities in our proposed legislation.

Sixth, the bill would also give priority for Federal funding to programs that estab-
lish links to other agencies and services, including schools, job training programs,
social service agencies, and the career information and referral networks of one-stop
career centers. Even Start projects are an example of how agencies work together
to provide comprehensive services. Linkages support comprehensive service by im-
proving information about, and access to, adult education and family literacy pro-
grams, and helping the customers of those programs make transitions to further
education and employment.

Seventh, we would ensure increased program accountability by requiring States,
in consultation with adult education and literacy agencies and organizations, to set
performance goals for the level of achievement to be attained by participants in
adult education and family literacy programs. States would also identify perform-
ance indicators that they and local agencies would use to assess programs progress
toward the goals. These indicators would include achievement of literacy skills, at-
tainment of a high school diploma or its equivalent, entry into postsecondary edu-
cation, job training, or employment and, for children in family literacy programs,
successful transition to school. These State performance goals and indicators build
on existing indicators of program quality that all States have developed in recent
years. States would assess the quality of programs and provide assistance to im-
prove services in programs not meeting the performance objectives.

Eighth, as one of the Administration's proposed "Performance Partnerships," the
bill would create new incentives for improving programs and ensuring student suc-
cess. Beginning in 1998, States would be authorized to use up to 5 percent of their
Federal grants to provide financial incentives or awards to local programs. The
awards would recognize exemplary program quality, innovation, and services or ac-
tivities to very needy or haru-to-serve groups. Programs and activities would be
judged "exemplary" based on State-established goals for program participants and
completers. Also beginning in 1998. the Secretary would be authorized to use up to
5 percent of appropriated funds for performance awards to States that have dem-
onstrated exemplary progress toward their goals.

Ninth, our proposal would help States improve the quality of instruction in adult
education and family literacy programs. We would establish a priority for funding
those programs that educate adults to challenging, standards and encourage.States
to target funds to local projects that perform well on the State quality indicators.
In addition, States would be authorized to use up to 10 percent of their funds under
the act for State leadership activities that improve programs, Ruch as professional
development, curriculum dissemination, and monitoring and evaluating local pro-
grams. Other quality-building efforts, such as the establishment of State standards
for literacy programs, integration of literacy instruction and occupational skills
training, and operation of State or regional literacy resource centers, could be sup-ported with State leadership funds.

Finally, we would build the Nation's capacity to provide adult education through
national research, technical assistance, and evaluation efforts. National leadership
activities would also include support for professional development and the dissemi-
nation of the pmducts of research and development to the field. We also will pro-
mote the development of challenging State standards for adult education, including
standards for the GED. Under the national leadership authority. the Secretary
would continue to support the National Institute for Literacy. We believe the Insti-
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tute is a very effective mechanism for coordinating and linking literacy activities at
the national, State, and local levels.

Our goal is to facilitate the stable growth and improvement of adult education and
family literacy programs. We believe that continued Federal support is essential to
the growth and improvement of adult education, Even Start, and other family lit-
eracy programs. We are confident that our proposal would help the Nation reach
its goal of literacy for all Americans.

We stand ready to work with the subcommittee on legislation that will advance
and improve adult education and family literacy. Thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to appear before you. 1 will be happy to answer any questions that you may
have.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Kappner. Before
asking 3,ou questions, I want to bring to the table Dr. Andy Hart-
man, the executive director of the National Institute for Literacy.

I must admit that I have some prejudice in introducing Andy be-
cause I have had the pleasure and honor of knowing him since his
first day on Capitol Hill. He worked with me when I was ranking
member of the House Education and Labor Committee. I am glad
to see that he has gone on to bigger and better things. In 1992, Dr.
Hartman was the recipient of the Advancement of Literacy Award.

Andy, I deeply appreciate your being here. You have been invalu-
able to me over the years, and I look forward to your testimony.

Mr. HARTMAN. Thank you, Senator and Mr. Chairman. I men-
tioned before the hearing that I came to Washington with my be-
longings in my car and was walking the halls of Congress, and I
appreciated the real honor of working with you since 1983, and it
has been great working with you and also following your career
now in the Senate, really protecting education and speaking up for
both the funding and the ideas of why it is so important for the
Federal Government to be involved. So thank you very much. It is
really an honor to be here with you today.

Currently, I have gone on toI do not know about bigger and
betterbut other things, and I am now the director of the National
Institute for Literacy. The Institute was created in 1991 with the
National Literacy Act, which is legislation that went through this
committee and the House Education Committee and passed with a
lot of strong bipartisan support and was signed into law enthu-
siastically by then President Bush.

Part of the National Literacy Act created the Institute for Lit-
eracy, which really came out of a demand and a need in the field
to create a national focus on dissemination, research, development,
coordination, collaborationa lot of the issues thatt. I think Con-
gress is talking about right now.

I think this is obviously a pivotal hearing in terms of the timing.
As you mentioned, the 'budget is on the floor of the Senate today,
the House has passed it, and the House and Senate are looking at
reauthorization. And I know that all of you are going to be making
very difficult decisions about what is the critical Federal role and
interest these days, and what can the Federal Government con-
tinue in and what do they possibly need to divest themselves of.

I would argue that adult education and literacy is a critical and
vital area for continued Federal interest and to continue it if not
to strengthen it.

However, I would also agree with what Dr. Kappner and what
Senator Kassebaum and others are trying to do in their legislation,
which is that I du not. think you will hear anybody in the field talk-
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ing about maintaining the status quo or just putting more money
into what we are doing now. I think everybody, including local
practitioners, students, administrators, State and Federal officials,
as well as the Congress, wants to change the program, and I think
there is, frankly, a lot of consensus about what those changes
should be.

I would like to try to make three main points in my remarks this
morning. One is that I would like to talk a little bit about what
is this field of adult education that we talk about, what do those
words mean, and try to put a little bit of meat on the bones of
those words. Second, I will discuss what is the State of the adult
education and literacy field today in 1995, and finally, what are the
specific critical Federal roles and interests that need to be contin-
ued and in fact strengthened with, hopefully, a revised and re-
formed Federal involvement in adult education.

So let me start with the first pointwhat is the system of adult
education. The reason I think it is important to talk a little bit
about that is because unlike elementary and secondary education,
or higher education, which many of us have had personal involve-
ment with either through our children or ourselves, very few of us
in the room todayalthough more in the room today than often,
because we have a class of adult education students in the back of
the roomvery few people have had direct involvement with this
system. They have never really been through it, and they do not
know anyone who has been through it, and so often there are mis-
understandings about it and I think stereotypes that do not quite
fit the reality.

First, while the program is called the Adult Education Act sys-
tem, it mainly serves young adultsI think Dr. Kappner referred
to this. About 58 percent of the students in the program are young-
er than age 31; they are between the ages of 18 and 31. So we are
really talking in many cases about young adults, as you were say-
ing, who have dropped out of school, realize what problems that
has created, as you have shown on your charts, and are trying to
get back into the system through education. Many of these young
people are also the parents on welfare who are going to be required
to go back to work. That is a subpopulation of this group.

Second, over half of the participants in this system are working.
So this is not just a poverty program or a program for people trying
to get their first job or step back into the system. Most of the peo-
ple are working, blue-collar workers, whoas in the national em-
ployment survey that you referred to in your opening comments
are finding what the research is also showing, that education pays.
And as you said, this report showed that 1 year of additional edu-
cation increased wages 8 percent. We have actually known that for
a while from the Census Bureau. The new information was that on
the other side of the equation, it improves productivity about the
same, 8 percent. So it is a double payoff both for the employer and
the employee.

The third thing about the system, however, is that while it does
have this economic payoff, everybody does not come for employment
gains. People come for lots of different reasons. People come to in-
crease their ability to help their children in school, and he better
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parents; people come to become citizens; people come for a variety
of reasons, one of which is to improve their economic opportunities.

The other part of the system that I think people do understand,
but maybe not quite the size of it, is the variety of providers. For
example, in Vermont I am sure in any one area of your State,
there are churches, libraries, local education agencies, community
colleges, and a variety of other organizations that provide services.

And finally, another point that Dr. Kappner made is that this
system is largely staffed by part-time professionals and tutors.
There is a very small number of full-time professional teachers,
and that obviously raises lots of challenges in the field.

So this is different. territory from the elementary, secondary and
higher education fieldsquite different.

Let me move on to what is the State of the field. This is really
strong, and it is an exciting field to work with, the adult education
and literacy field, because of this grassroots support. Almost every
community, like in Vermont and all of the States represented on
this committee, has a local literacy council that is made up of may-
ors, local business people, and prominent citizens. I know that in
Vermont, the National Endowment for the Humanities is very in-
volved in literacy as well. So there is a great deal of grassroots sup-
port.

However, on the other hand, when you put it all together, the
Federal, State and local investments in it, it is still not very much
money. In fact, the average spending per student is about $400.
When you compare that to the elementary and secondary system
I think it is about $4,000 or $5,000 per studentyou can see the
dilemmas it, creates by way of staff development, training, full-time
professionals, and any other kind of quality improvement in the
system.

At the same time this is happening, there is greater demand
being placed on the system. For example, the greatest service being
provided to JOBS recipients in welfare reform programs is adult
education. About 25 percent of all JOBS recipients are in adult
education programs. All of these people have come to these pro-
grams, often without funding from the JOBS program, and put in-
creased demands on the adult education systemnot only in-
creased demands in terms of numbers, but increased demands in
terms of results. These people, particularly if we put time limits on
welfare, are going to have to go out and find jobs, so these pro-
grams are going to have to develop high-quality results.

So given this as the situation in the field, what is the role of the
Federal Government'? I think this is really critical if we are going
to reach the kind of education goals and employment goals and eco-
nomic goals this country has. I think in the Department's bill, what
Senator Kassebaum is trying to do and what is going on in the
Ilouse, there is a fair amount of consensus, even if different details.

First of all, I think the goals of the program really need to be
sharpened and focused. You mentioned themfamily, community,
workplace. But I believe they should not be focused on one to the
exclusion of the others. 1 think that. a mother or a father staying
at home, who has chosen not to work, but wants to improve his or
her skills through literacy skills so they can help their children
should be as eligible for these services as someone who wants to
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get a better job. So I would try to focus what the purposes are, but
not try to throw one piece out or the other. This program, I am
afraid, does not fit neatly into any boxes.

I think Federal funds should also be focused to leverage quality
at the local level. What is going on in elementary and secondary
school reform, what the Federal Government is trying to do with
Goals 2000, in terms of using its money to leverage quality results
and to help local and State programs to improve their results, is
exactly what the Adult Education Act could do in its own way.

Third, I think the Federal Government could start combining
some of the small programs around adult education that were cre-
ated over the years for really good reasons. The Federal Govern-
ment has really led. With Even Start and workplace literacy, they
have started wonderful little fires around the country, which have
grown into part of the fabric of the literacy programs there. I think
it is frankly time, because of' the maturing of the field, that some
of these can be folded back into a basic grant and those decisions
made at the State and local levels, because the constituencies and
the proof of the programs are already there.

Finally, I would argue to continue Federal support for the re-
search, development, dissemination and leadership activities that
were created in the National Literacy Act, as well as were going
on before that. In the Department of Education, Dr. Kappner's of-
fice has money to do this kind of activity. The National Institute
for Literacy is another part of this, as well as the State literacy re-
source centers that were created by the Literacy Act.

All of this creates the kind of infrastructure that the field frankly
does not have without the Federal Government supporting it. So
the Institute has been creating an Internet-based communication
system to try to connect all of the different programs, whether they
are libraries or school-based, all around the country so people can
get the information and the best practices that they need so they
can in fact meet the needs that are being asked of them.

We are also working with several States around the country, in-
cluding many that are represented by members on your committee,
to put into place performance-based, outcome-based management
systems so that people know what they are getting from their in-
vestment in adult education. We are supporting a center to im-
prove our knowledge about how to help adults with learning dis-
abilities, which we believe is a large percent of the adults in these
programs, to in fact be successful in the adult education system, so
it is just not another experience for failure. And finally, we have
been supporting a number of research and development projects
around the country, trying to basically bring up the level of knowl-
edge and then disseminate it.

In closing, I would urge you, Senator, to continue your support
for this program. From your opening remarks, I can see that we
are all going to be singing to the choir here, because we believe ex-
actly what you sCated in your opening remarks. It is going to be
a very difficult time. There are many hard decisions being made at
the Federal level, and budget priorities, but I hope you and the
committee will continue on your course in supporting this impor-
tant area.

Thank you.
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1The prepared statement of Mr. Hartman follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT DE ANDREW HARTMAN

Mr. Chairman. It is an honor to be asked to testify this morning on the critical
subject of adult education and literacy. I am the Director of the National Institute
for Literacy, a small federal agency established with bipartisan support as part of
the National Literacy Act of 1991. The Institute is not a regulatory agency. lt was
created in response to state and local demand for national leadership to promote co-
ordination, innovation, accountability, and improved literacy services.

This is a pivotal hearing because it comes at a time when the Congress is looking
very carefully at all federal functions and determining which ones are so essential
on a national scale that federal support should be continued. I believe that the fed-
eral role in literacy and adult education needs to be continued and, in fact, strength-
ened. However, this support must be focused to leverage better outcomes at the
state and local level so adult education programs can fully contribute to building
stronger families, workforce, and communities.

In the rest of my testimony I would like to convey three key points:
1) The words "adult education" and "literacy" include a very diverse group of cli-

ents and an equally diverse set of services that arc generally not well understood.
Adult students are overwhelmingly young, nearly half are working, and overall they
have many different reasons for entering the educational programs.

2) The current adult education and literacy system struggles to encompass this
diversity and provide high quality services that create opportunities for stronger
families, better jobs, and strengthened citizenship. While the grass roots nature of
this system is a source of strength, it also creates significant handicaps, such as
fragmentation, lack of infrastructure, and limited financial support.

3) There is a vital federal interest and role in this area. Unless we have an effec-
tive system of adult basic education, we will not have every child ready to learn,
all students achieving to high standards, out of school youthincluding mothers on
welfareprepared for self-sufficiency, immigrants learning English and becoming
citizens, or working Americans able to keep pace with changes in the economy.

What is this system we call "adult education and literacy?"
Unlike the other major parts of the American educational systemelementary,

secondary, and postsecondary educationvery few of us here today have had any
direct experience with the system of adult education and literacy, and there may
be misapprehensions about what it is and who it affects. As the committee con-
templates changes in the federal role. I believe it would be useful to briefly review
some of the system's most significant characteristics, many of which do not lit com-
mon stereotypes.

For the most part, those served in adult education are young adults. Fifty-eight
percent are between the ages of 16-31. Many of these are young people who dropped
out of school and are trying to get, back on the road to self sufficiency and oppor-
tunity. In 1993, 380,000 students dropped out of school and 3.4 million persons be-
tween the age of 16 and 24 were not in school and did not have a high school di-
ploma. A subgroup of this population is clearly the young mother on AMC who will
be asked to find a job in the near futureand is likely not to have the skills nec-
essary to earn enough to support a family.

Almost half the participants in this part of the American educational system are
working. In other words, this is not a field that serves only the very poor and those
unattached to the workforce. Many students are blue collar workers or dislocated
workers who understand that to get, ahead and provide for a family in 1995, it takes
an education and the skills that go along with it. This is supported by findings in
the recent mport of the National Employer Survey: not only does one additional
year of education translate into an 8 percent increase in wages for the employee,
but it also produces an 8.6 percent increase in productivity for the employer.

Not all the participants in this system come to programs solely to improve their
employment prospects. Many are looking to become citizens, to help their children
succeed in school, and to fulfill a variety of other personal, economic, and social
goals. Most of these goals have serious implications for our national well-being. For
example, family literacy and English literacy programs, two of the fastest growing
parts of the adult education field, are essential to strong families and communities.
With regard to family literacy, a mounting body of research shows that a parent's
level of education has enormous influence on a child's readiness for school, ability
to succeed in school, and likelihood of staying in school.

Providers of services tn this system are many and varied. They include local edu-
cation agencies, community colleges, cominunity based organizations. libraries,
churches. and private businesses. This diversity of providers is both a strength and
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a challenge to building a high quality system. Services arc located in the commu-
nities where they are most needed and easily accessible. But different programs
often are not coordinated and lack shared information and resources to improve the
quality of their services.

The staffing of adult education and literacy programs is significantly different
from that elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The vast majority of
adult education staff are part time professionals, working in isolation from the rest
of the educational system, with little training and virtually no benefits. Only 25 per-
cent of the teaching force is full time. In addition, there is a long history of volun-
teer involvement in this system. Almost 75 percent of all programs have volunteers,
most serving as tutors.

As you can see, this is very different territory from the parts of the American edu-
cation system we are most familiar with. Adult services are absolutely critical to ac-
complishing our national goals for education, employment, welfare, and citizenship.
But it will take special attention and unique approaches to improve the capacity
and quality of service for adult education and literacy. This cannot happen without
federal leadership.

What is the "State of the Adult Education and Literacy Field" in 1995?
As I mentioned before, this is a field whose strength mmes very much from the

grass roots. Many cities, towns, and counties have literacy coulcils made up of local
citizens who raise funds and awareness, and otherwise support the efforts of the di-
verse providers described earlier. Over the past ten years, funding for these pro-
grams has grown at the local, state, and federal level. But overall funding levels
remain precariously low, and many programs get by from day to day, relying on
local fund raising, limited public funds, and volunteers. This is reflected in the fact
that annual spending per adult student is less than $400a level too low to support
fulltime teachers, intensive instruction, professional development, and support serv-
ices.

This has also been a transitional period for literacy. More and more adults under-
stand the connection between improved literacy skills and more effective parenting,
greater economic productivity, community participation, and citizenship. This has
increased the demands or, existing programs, both in terms of the numbers of adults
and families seeking or being referred for services, and in terms of greater expecta-
tions for resultsthat is, significant changes in the lives of individuals. Achieving
these outcomes is time consuming, difficult, and demanding work for adults, their
families, and providers.

So, just as in every other part of our society, there is an increased focus on quality
and results in the adult education and literacy field. I would say that improving
quality and delivering results are the major challenges before the adult education
and literacy field. How can we take this segment of our educational systemdi-
verse, lacking in infrastructum getting by on minimal staffing and very limited
fundingand create a system that delivers high quality services that contribute to
meeting our national, state, local, and individual goals?

If we do not deal successfully with this issue, we are likely to fail in meeting these
important goals, as we have too often failed in the past.

What is the federal role in the arca of adult education and literacy?
It me begin by stating several well-documented facts:

At least 20 million American adults have low literacy skills that seriously inter-
fere with their ability to get and keep work provide for their family, support their
children's education, and be active, contributing citizens in their communities (Na-
tional Adult Literacy Survey, 1990 United States Census).

This literacy gap poses a serious challenge to meeting several major national
goals, including parental involvement in schools, welfare reform, a competitive
workforce, and an informed, involved citizenry.

The current adult education and literacy delivery system is working very hard
to meet the challenges but in many cases does not have the capacity to produce the
results necessary to accomplish these goals.

I believe these facts point to several major directions for change in the federal role
in adult education and literacy:

7'he national goals of the system should be more dearly focused but not limited
to a single purpose, such as employability. This only hinders reaching other critical
goals such as elementary and secondary school reform and school readiness. As a
prime example, parents who need improved literacy skills to help prepare their din-
dren for school and to help them succeed once in school should be able to attend
a program that receives federal funds. Whatever wc do at the federal level, we must
avoid trying to fit this program .into a neat box. That does not fit the reality of this
program or its broad importance to the nation.
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Federal funds must be the engine that drives quality and accountability in the
adult education and literacy system. That is, federal funds should support the cre-
ation of standards and methods of accountability to leverage improvement through-
out the system nationwide.

Many of the smaller federal literacy programs can be combined into a single pro-
gram that allows greater state and local discretion in meeting the federal purposes
and the states' own goals. There was a good reason for the creation of each of these
programs over the years. In most cases, they were federal investments in emerging
areas of the field. These programs and purposes have now become embedded in the
fabric of the literacy system, and it makes sense to allow the states and local provid-
ers greater flexibility to meet local conditions and needs.

The federal gouernment should continue to support the national infrastructure
that was establis-hed in 1991 through the National Literacy Act. Only through fed-
eral leadership will there be the support to guide research and development, to
share this knowledge and information with states and local programs, to coordinate
literacy programs across agencies, and to provide the technical assistance necessary
to improve services and achieve our broader nati:mal goals.

The National Institute for Literacy is the hub of this infrastructure. While still
relatively young, the Institute has already established a strong presence in the field.
We have:

created an electronic literacy information system on the Internet that provides
access to national and international databases and instant communications between
student.., teachers, and policy makers;

formed partnerships with 14 statesincluding Massachusetts, Illinois, and Con-
necticutto build interagency systems to improve the quality of literacy services in
these states though focusing on performance based accountability and professional
development;

funded a national center, based in Washington, DC and at the University of
Kansas, to equip the adult education system with tools to help adults with learning
disabilitiesa critical need since many students who fail in the K-12 educational
system due to such disabilities turn to the adult education system later in life; and,

supported research and development projects in 36 communities across the
countryincluding an ESL project in South Carolina, a family literacy project in
Philadelphia, and a corrections education project in Maryland.

Our work has really just begun, and there is a great deal more to be done at the
national, state, and local level that only we are ii a position to support. The federal
investment in adult education and literacy, whit relatively small in dollars, can
play a disproportionately important role in strengthening this fundamental part of
the American human resource development system.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.
Senator JEPPolins. Thank you both for very excellent statements.

I commend you for what you are doing. You have also pointed out
the incredible need that is not being met.

What is the most discouraging aspect I think is the fact that
each year, we turn out, according to this chart, 900,000 individuals
who need further education, and if we assist only 300,000 a year,
we are losing ground because about three times as many need help
as we are able to help. So we have a serious problem. And of
course, the main thing we must do is get the K-12 programs
turned around so we no longer need to spend our valuable re-
sources on remedial education, hopefully, except for the dropouts,
which is another 10 percent which is not included in that figure.

Let me talk about accountability and our need to know what
really happens and how effective the programs are. That is one of
the areas that bothers me when we go into block granting. It gives
more flexibility, and so on, but right now, we do not have any idea
whether our programs are working.

One of' my great problems in this job is that I have as few longi-
tudinal studies. We have 150 training programs out there, with no
longitudinal studies. We do not have any real longitudinal studies
in adult education to know what happened to those 300,000. Did
they end up employed? Are they still enjoying life? What else?
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So what I am concerned about is what types of studies need to
be carried on regarding adult education to find out whether it
works. First of all, how do we ensure that when they do finish the
program, they have gained the kind of information that is nec-
essary to be successful, and second, are they successful in the long
run? flow do we find that out?

Ms. KAPPNER. Senator, you are absolutely correct that there are
not very many longitudinal studies. Part of the reason for that is
because the field does operate on such a shoestring. Longitudinal
studies are expensive studies and require having the kind of infra-
structure and data collection systems which the field is just begin-
ning to build now and which it has not had the capacity or the re-
sources to do.

There is much evaluation, though, of the programs that do exist,
and there is certainly evidence from our workplace literacy pro-
grams that those are having a positive impact. There is evidence
from the adult education and welfare reform programs, programs
such as GAIN, that students are making progress.

There is evidence of success in individual programs, but with
programs operating at an investment of $400 per student, there
has not been the kind of capacity to do longitudinal study.

We are just now, number one, building the data systems both in
the Department of Educationthose are well underway nowand
in the Institute that will eventually give us the capacity to do that.
That is one of the reasons why it would be extremely important
from my point of view to continue to support both a national role
and a State role, because you cannot get that kind of data and lon-
gitudinal study without having both Federal and State leadership.
And we have tried to build that into our proposal in a way that
would allow us to have in place those kinds of studies.

Senator JEFFORIK I look forward to seeing that. I have not seen
any evidence of that effort yet as to how we build the longitudinal
studies. I am working on that, and I am working with the Depart-
ment, because it seems to me that with all our modern computer
technology and the fact that we have Social Security numbers and
so on, that with appropriate safeguards on confidentiality, it ought
not be difficult to find out, especially in training programs, whether
participants get a placement. We also do not know whether place-
ments last for 2 weeks, 2 years, or 20 years. We really do not know
about the success of these programs, and I think that that is criti-
cal.

Ms. KAPPNER. We do know the rates at which students leave. We
often do not know what happens to them a year beyond that, be-
cause we have not had in most programs that tracking ability.

I believe that if we are able to put in place the kind of structure
that will coordinate, for example, these literacy programs with one-
stop centers, that would give us a good way to connect and track
what happens to individual students, because then, for example, if
an adult student who gets his GED through an adult literacy pro-
gram and then moves on to some occupational training, we would
then have the ability to tract that student. So part of that, I be-
lieve, is bringing together these resources and bringing together in
a cooperative way these systems, and we hope that is what we are
proposing in our proposal.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Hartman.
Mr. HARTMAN. I think Dr. Kappner spoke very well about why

you do not have longitudinal data now, or frankly even very good
records in programs often. When you have volunteers coming and
going and lots of turnover in the programs both in terms of clients
and the people who run them, you just do not have the capacity
or the infrastructure to do that. In the multibillion-dollar elemen-
tary and secondary systems, as you know, we do not really have
that kind of data often. In the Chapter 1 program, where we spend
$7 billion a year, we do not have longitudinal data.

So in an area like this, I think we would need to invest in it to
get it. I think it is critically important, though, because not only
is it going to be important for the students that we be sure what
we are doing is working, but as the Congress makes these hard de-
cisions, if we do not have evidence to show that this is a good in-
vestment, despite some of the data that you have used, I think we
are at risk of being on the chopping block. So I think it is critical
from many different angles of what you are saying. I think the In-
stitute and the Department of Education are the kinds of organiza-
tions that should be responsible for doing that. I think it is some-
thing that we have not really taken on yet longitudinally, and I
think it is something that could be included in legislation to make
sure that it happens in the future.

Senator JEFFORDS. I believe it is critical, especially to my job of
trying to tell Members of Congress that we cannot cut back on edu-
cation because it will result in additional costs. They say, "Prove
it." And I say, well, we feel good about it; it is a great program be-
cause everyone has a smile on his face. But we cannot show that
it does make a dent in the difficult problems we face in a way that
is persuasive to the skeptics who argue that we spend so much
money on education now, and it. is not doing any good, so why
should we spend more. It is kind of tough to answer that unless
you have some data that can prove it.

Another question along with that is one that I get now from the
business community about high school degrees. They say that high
school diplomas do not mean anything, so they do not even bother
to interview graduates. They do not evf,r. bother to ask anymore.
They want to see someone who has been out there for a while and
survived. How do we know whether the GED that they get means
anything?

Mr. HARTMAN. I think your data here would back up some em-
ployers' concerns about the high school diploma. I think it is inter-
esting that you picked not overall literacy levels, but those of high
school graduates. If you look at the data from the national adult
literacy survey that 1Dr. Kappner's office supported, if you look at
the literacy levels of college students, while they are much better,
it is still surprising what you find even in that area.

The national employers' survey that came out on Sunday talked
in this last report a little bit about the dollars game. They had an
earlier report from that same survey, from some other data, that
actually found exactly what you are saying, that employers do not
really look at whether in fact students had good grades, or whether
they had good attendance; they look more at where they looked be-
fore, what is their appearance when they come to the interview,
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how do they actually present themselves. And moving from that to
actually looking at making high school pay, in a sense, is a big
change.

Dr. Kappner might be able to speak to this more clearly, but I
think there is evidence, although people have been debating it, that
the GED does in factand in fact the national adult literacy sur-
vey supported thishave economic payoffs to people. The natiunal
employer surveys show that workplaces that have higher education
levels on average have higher productivity.

So in a way, employers by not payik, attention to this seem to
be really hurting their own bottom line. How to get employers to
focus on this is something that I know Al Shanker talks a lot
about, that getting employers to start using this information that
really does have an impact is really, I believe, an educational effort
on the part of us to the employer community.

Ms. KANNER. If I could just add to that, it is important to re-
member with the national adult literacy survey that it was a sur-
vey of the American population that spanned a pretty wide sge
range, so there are a lot of much older individuals, for example, in
that survey who attended high school at a time that was really
quite different than the time of high schools now.

That is the problem that we are attacking, with your help,
through Goals 2000 and through school-to-work, and if I could just
bring that in for a minute, the two parts of the national employer
surveythe first part that talked about the disconnect between
business and education in terms of employers not going to tran-
scripts, and employers really saying that what they like is a worker
who has some real experience and good attitude and willingness to
work those employers, bv the way, were not employers who were
hiring workers just out of high school; those were employers who
were looking for older workers and did not go to their transcripts.
I think the second part of that study is critical because it tells us
why we need programs like school-to-work, to bring schools and
employers together so that there can be the benefit of that pressure
on schools from employers about what is truly needed in the work-
place.

There seems to be no question now that more years of education
pay off and pay off, as the studies have shown, not just for the
worker, but for the business person in terms of productivity. If we
can build these partnerships between education and business, then
we have a much greater chance of turning around this problem in
a much quicker way.

In terms of the GED, the GED is, as you know, an independent
test that is not a test which is the product of the Federal Govern-
ment, and it is a test which itself has undergone many changes in
the last several years. In the last several years, a writing part was
added to the GED test, which certainly helps to upgrade standards,
because we would think that all high school graduates, including
those with a GED, should have good writing skills.

We have been in a lot of discussion with States and organizations
as to the need to think about the GED, which is sponsored by the
American Council on Education, not by the Federal Government, as
to how GED standards might change to meet the changing stand-
ards of the workplace.
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So we see raising standards in the GED as part of the overall
thrust of trying to raise academic standards also. It is not some-
thing fully within the control of the Federal Government, but it is
something where we would be interested in sponsoring work with
States to see that that happens.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, again, if we are going to block grants,
and we are going to be spending billions of dollars, we ought to
have some feeling of confidence that the GED or any other equiva-
lency degree, is an appropriate standard for a high school graduate,
and I do not know how we do that to make sure it goes meet Goals
2000. Certainly we have the purse-strings, but should we be con-
cerned about that?

Ms. KAPPNER. I think we should be doing some work witn the
American Council on Education as to how the GED might continue
to change. It has been going up in standards.

The GED, by the way, states the different passing levels for
GED, so there is some variation in that from State to State. As
part of the performance partnership that we are proposing in our
legislation, we are asking States to set some goals for what they
want. to achieve for adults in this area, to give us some measurable
indicators, to come up with some measurable indicators, as to how
they will measure their own progress on these goals. And as a part
of that, one can build in the development of standards that are ap-
propriate to that State's needs. And I would see us working with
States on ways to make the GED even stronger.

There have been some very good experiments in doing some
contextualized teaching and learning in GED, linking it to occupa-
tional areas such as workplace literacy, and that shows some very
good promise of raising standards.

Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Hartman, you mentioned using Internet
to share information, which is wonderful. I have also had the op-
portunity to look at some incredible software that is available now,
with the innovative aspect of utilizinri television sets to commu-
nicate with families at home, and the ',yen Start potential, and so
on.

What is being done in the private sector and what is being done
in the Department to assess what is available out there and how
it might be utilized? It seems to me the only hope we have, if there
is hope, of meeting the Goals 2000, which is such an incredible
thing, has to be through some leap forward through the utilization
of technology. There just seems to be incredible potential there, but
I do not know what is going on in the Department in that regard.
What is going on out in your area, Dr. Hartman?

Mr. HARTMAN. Just by way of an overview or background, a cou-
plc of years ago, the Office of Technology Assessment, I think at
the request of this committee, did a study of the role of technology
in adult education specifically. Dr. Linda Roberts, who is now at
the Department, was the chief author of' that report.

Their major conclusion was that compared to any other field of
educationelementary, secondary, higher educationthe promise
of technology in adult education is probably the greatest because
of some of the reasons you just gave.

Among the reasons people do not come, or drop out of adult edu-
cation programs are transportation, child care, change in work
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hours. So the idea of not being able to be flexible in delivering this
stuff at home or wherever it needs to be and when it needs to be
is one of the huge barriers. So the idea of being able to do that
through technology could be, as you said, a great breakthrough.

On the other hand, going back to what I was saying about the
probi ns, one of the beautiful things about this field is that it is
community-based, it is all over the place, there are little programs
here and there, but also from the point of view of businessestalk-
ing now about the private sectorit is not much of a market. It
is hard to identify where it is, and there is not a lot of money in
it. So companies that are gettivg into the education area at all see
the elementary/secondary field and maybe higher education as
much more lucrative potential markets.

I think that is one reason why you have not seen in a private
sector a lot of growth in this area. There are some very interesting
things going on in the private sector, but for the most part, what
things are going on are really going on in the public sector. And
again, there is not a lot of money. What Dr. Kappner and the Insti-
tute have combined, compared to the development. moneys for these
kinds of things, is not very much. But what is going on is really
largely being driven by Federal funds. In fact, Dr. Kappner might
want to talk about a couple of things they are doing in the Insti-
tute as well. But it is going to be very hard, and I think the Insti-
tute's role has to be trying to bring foundations, private sector peo-
ple and the Federal Government together so that we can get
enough money to make the kind of leap you are talking about.

Ms. KAPPNER. Senator, as you know, we took Linda Roberts from
the Congress into the Department of Education, and she heads the
Office of Technology in the Department of Education, and under
Goals 2000, we are sponsoring a great deal of resources to the
States, or at least projected, in terms of technology grants that will
help States deal with the issue of technology in the K through 12
area.

In the adult education area, there are several things that we
have been doing. One is that we have been jointly sponsoring sev-
eral conferences on the development of software for the teaching of
adults and the teaching of a variety of literacy kinds of needs that
adults have.

As Andy has said, there is not a big market in this; it is not a
market area, so it takes a great deal of prodding from us to try to
make that happen. We are sponsoring some of the development of
that kind of software. We have been encouraging States to use
their State leadership money and bringing States together to use
their State leadership money to develop technology which could
then be shared among States.

We have a project called "Crossroads Cafe" which is developing
the use of technology and distance learning in the teaching of Eng-
lish fbr those for whom English is nut a first language. And in our
proposal, we are specifically making technology one of the areas in
which States would use this as a priority in trying to fund pro-
grams. States would have a leadership role in funding technology
projects, and we in the Federal Department would also have a lead-
ership role in trying to push this to the next level.
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I just want to second what Andy said, though. This is something
which really depends on having State and national leadership mon-
eys in adult education.

Senator JEFFORDS. What about the business sector, though? Es-
pecially in adult education, there have been superb examples of
businesses getting involved in the utilization of technology and
helping out their employees. What is being done, and what should
we do to foster that?

Ms. KAPPNER. Workplace literacy under our proposal would be
one of the areas which would be a continuing way in which funds
can be used by States. States could, for example, choose to fund
workplace literacy programs that use technology in particular
strong ways and to disseminate that model as the model which
they think is the best model in their State.

We have not seen a lot of transfer, so to speak, from business to
business about this kind of technology. We need to take a stronger
role, and States need to take a stronger role in disseminating what
is known where there is a model that works. But there is a lot to
be done there; it is an area that needs our attention.

Mr. HARTMAN. I think the businesses that have the biggest prob-
lem with this area are the small and medium-size businesses. You
can go to Motorola, McDonald's University and places like that,
and you might be able to find a few really 'high-end examples. But
the small and medium-size businesses come to the programs that
we are talking about for the literacy services. They go to the com-
munity colleges, they go to the local schools, and say, We have a
literacy problem, and we are trying to upgrade our workforce. Can
you help us?

So it is, as I was saying, another demand that lands on the pro-
gram, and they come in and try to meet it, and they often do not
come and say, Here is a lot of money to develop some technology
to go along with it. They expect this program, with the limited re-
sources, to bring in the technology if they have it.

So again, I think we need to try to create this information at the
State and national level and get it into the hands of local providers,
because I think that is how it will get into the businesses more
likely than the other way around, than the businesses bringing it
into the literacy field.

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, thank you both for very excellent testi-
mony. Time moves on. I will continue to work with both of you, and
even if you try to get out from under my grasp, I will be chasing
you through the Bank Street College. I Laughter.I

Mr. HARTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. KAPPNER. Thank you very much.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Next, I am pleased to introduce Dr. Grant East, president of the

Dallas Can! Academy. In addition to his experience as a computer
software entrepreneur, Dr. East has been organizing nonprofit ven-
tures for almost 20 years, beginning with the Freedom Ministries
in 1976, a nonprofit organization which works with adult and juve-
nile prisoners. He later formed the Dallas Can! Academy in 1985,
which administers a residential program for youth. Ile has been
the president of that organization since 1989.
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Also with us is Greg Hart, who has been the director of Pima
County Adult Education, the largest provider of adult basic edu-
cation in Arizona, since 1982. Mr. Hart was awarded the National
Secretary of Education Award in 1992 as one of ten outstanding
adult education programs in the Nation. Mr. Hart has also served
as chairman of the legislative committee of The Literacy Network,
a distinguished national adult literacy organization.

Dr. Fran Tracy-Mumford is chair of the National Council of State
Directors of Adult Education and has served in that role since
1992. She is also the State director of adult education in Delaware.
In this latter capacity, Dr. Tracy-Mumford initiated the Alternative
Secondary Education Initiative, which decreased the statewide
dropout rate to the lowest level in over a decade and has increased
the pass rate on the GED from 59 percent in 1991 to 73 percent
today.

John Stuck is the service training coordinator for Executive West
Hotels, where he has worked for the past 2 years. He is the person
responsible for implementing a uniform staff training program in
the company's four hotels. His training department also provides
voluntary, on-site, general and continuing educational development
opportunities.

Wow, that is quite a panel, let me say. I am really looking for-
ward to your testimony. We will hear from each of you, and I think
we are going to have a vote in about 15 minutes, so I will have to
excuse myself for that, and then will come back for questioning. So
if you would try to keep your statements to about 5 minutes, we
can hopefully accommodate that time frame, but do not feel, if you
have one more thing to say, that you need to quit right on the mo-
ment.

Dr. East, why don't you proceed first?
STATEMENTS OF GRANT EAST, PRESIDENT, DALLAS CAN!

ACADEMY, DALLAS, TX; GREG HART, DIRECTOR, PIMA COUN-
TY ADULT EDUCATION, TUCSON, AZ; FRAN TRACY-
MUMFORD, STATE DIRECTOR OF ADULT EDUCATION,
DOVER, DE, ACCONWANIED BY JAMES HARRISON, GEORGE-
TOWN, DE; AND JOHN W. STUCK, SERVICE TRAINING COOR-
DINATOR, EXECUTIVE WEST HOTELS, LOUISVILLE, KY
Mr. EAST. Thank you very much, Senator.
Dallas Can! Academy began in 1986 as a nontraditional edu-

cational program specializing in working with inner-city, primarily
minority, economically disadvantaged individuals.

Our mission is to empower Texans to break the cycle of failure,
hopelessness and economic dependency that is an intergenerational
cycle of economic dependency in their lives.

We developed some specialized methods of working with the
inner-city population, methods which allow them to focus on the
education component, while we address some of the chaos n n d dys-
function in their lives. We do that with a counselor-based system
also in which the counselor's job is to maintain a learning environ-
ment so that teachers can do what they are trained to do, which
is to teach, and the counselors handle the discipline and all the
chaos and dysfunction and provide the help that these students
need in their lives.
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An integral part of our program is a lavish reward system which
we call a Winner's Circle, in which each week, we reward partici-
pants lavishly for all of their accomplishments during the past
week.

Our funding is about $2.4 million a year. About $800,000 of that
has come from JTPA Title II, which as you know, you will probably
be voting on today. We have about one-third of our funding in-
volved in H.R. 1158.

But we have raised about $2 of other funds for every $1 of JTPA
funds that we have received, so we are heavily invested in, and the
public has invested in us, as well as the private sector.

Since 1987, the Academy has had over a 90 percent success rate
in working with this really challenging population. Our JTPA
goals, we have exceeded every year, over 100 percent, because we
have over-enrolled, and we have over-performed on our contracts,
at no extra cost to the Government.

We have designed a program that fits our students. Most of the
students who come to Dallas Can! are angry, they are frustrated
and bitter; they have been humiliated and embarrassed in their
traditional school systems. It juSt did not work for them.

We specialize in an open-entry/open-exit, individualized learning
plan, where each student starts at the level he or she is at, not at
the level they are supposed to be at.

My problem with local education agencies is that they define
their own measures of success, and then they measure themselves'.
They.are self-regulating and self-reporting.

I do like the GED in that it gives us a benchmark where we can
evaluate results. If we improve the GED, better saidthat is well-
donebut at least we have a benchmark.

As far as Senator Kassebaum's consolidation bill, I would just
say go for it. It is such a confusing myriad of programs now that
we cannot access it, and we do not know how to get funding
through those programs. We cannot estimate the effect of consoli-
dation on our program, but it just seems like the right thing to do,
so I believe we should go ahead and do it.

The major concern in the draft that you sent me; Senator, was
the statement that "adult education should be designed and imple-
mented by local education agencies." That is scary. These are peo-
ple who have already failed with this population. This population
does not trust LEAs. So I would ask that you involve the business
community, and in fact, in that same study that has been quoted,
the National Alliance of Business showed that of 5,000 school su-
perintendents, 68 percent of them thought they did an excellent job
of preparing students for the world of work. When they interviewed
the CEOs of 5,000 of the largest corporations in our country, only
4 percent of those CEOs thought the school districts were prepar-
ing their students adequately for the world of work. So there is a
huge gap in perception between school districts and what the CEOs
are requiring.

I was going to quote the study that has already been quoted. In
addition to the facts about enhancing productivity was also the
quote that 'The research project documents the overwhelming lack
of confidence employers have in the Nation's schools," and "Em-
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ployers are increasingly divorced from the schools and lack con-
fidence in their ability to train young people for the workplace."

I would strongly suggest if possible to include the private indus-
try councils of our country. Private industry councils bring busi-
ness, labor, schools, educators, community-based organizations and
nonprofits together, and they shine a spotlight of accountability.
The major thing missing in education today is some form GI' ac-
countability where we can correlate or measure results relative to
the funding.

I beg you to keep open the avenue of competition in this field.
Let us let competition determine who are the best adult educators,
with the best results, at the best price.

I will quote something I read yesterday on the airplane coming
down here, from the loyal .opposition. Attorney General Janet Reno
said, "Nothing works better than a healthy dose of competition." So
let us put competition into adult education, Senator.

Thank you.
Senator JEI.Tolum. Thank you, Dr. East.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. East follows:I
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Testimony
bY

Grant East, President
Dallas Can? Academy

ADULT EDUCATION - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I believe that the education of those who have not previously succeeded in traditional

education is an issue of such magnitude that it transcends the concepts of liberal or

conservative. It is not a Republican issue or a Democrat issue - it is an issue which should be

of dire concern for all Americans.

ACADEMY BACKGROUND: Dallas Cant Academy began in 1986. We provide a
non-iraditional educational program specializing in working with inner-city, primarily
minority, economically disadvantaged individuals.

Our mission is to empower Texans and their families to break the cycle ot failure.

poverty, hopelessness, and economic dependency in their lives. We accomplish this mission
without regard to race, color, or gender.

We have developed a method of working with our students which allows them to focus

on their education. in nine (91 years. serving over 3.000 ethnically diverse students, we have

never had a racial incident or a fight.

Our goals are to place our clients in college. job skill training programs, or full-time.

tax-paying employment. Our services involve school dropout recovery for out-ot-school
individuals and in-school dropout prevention programs. In the year 1993-94, we served 703

individuals and in the year ending June 30, 1995. we will have served almost 900 individuals

ages 16 - 52.

The heart of the Dallas Case program is a competency based, accelerated.
self-paced, individualized learning system combined with a unique counselor based

advocacy system which actively and aggressively addresses the chaos and dysfuaction in

the lives of our participants.

We have a weird theory that teachers should teach and counselors should counsel.
Consequently, our counselors handle discipline, not our teachers. It is the counselors job
to maintain a learning environment so the teachers can do what they have been trained to

do - teach.

An integral part of our program also includes: a reward system for accomplish-
ments. a choices and consequences system of discipline,goal setting as a road map to the
future, and intensive employability training (how to get a job and how to keep that job).

FUNDING: Our anticipated income for our fiscal year July I. 1994 - June 30. 1995 comes

from a vanery of sources. This year we will receive approximately5800.000. In JTPA Tide II

runds which a one-third of our 52,400.000 budget. Ns you can see, two-thirds or our budget

a raised from individuals, corporations, foundations, tund-raising events. etc. We leverage
22 of uon-JTPA funds for every $1 of JTPA nubile funds.

RESULTS: Since 1987. Dallas Canl Academy has had a success rate in excessof 90% in `-'
working with this most challenging population. On TTPA contracts, we nave over a [00%

pertormance record, since we have over-enrolled and over-performed on contract goals tat no

extra cost IA the government!).

We have designed a program which fits our clients. People entering our lrogram
are angry 3.11C1 frustrated at the traditional school system. They experienced embarr.ssment in

school and are mun-usrful of 'regular school.'

Dallas C.,101 specializes in an open-entry, open-exit. self-naced, individualized program.
Lccal Educational Agencies ILEA) generally rely on a didactic class room mode, which is

ineffective with students who test between 2nd and Rh grade levels.

ADULT EDUCATION - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

l..F.As create their own definition of success and then measure themselves against Mat
definition. They are self-regulating and self-reporting. There is no accouniability, since
iunding is nor correlated with results. We are monitored five limes a year hy tour separate
federal and state agencies who demand that we prove our results.

CONSOLIDATION: Go for itl The current system is a disaster because of four major
problems.

2BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I. An old-bowold-mrl network of almost exclusively funding LEAS.
2. Funding Ls not tied to moults.
3. A myriad of programs that are difficult to access.
4. The number of programs makes oversight and accountability difficult.

The effects of the consolidation proposal on our program are not easily determined.
But. if the funding for adult education is given to LEAs without the opportunity Mr us to
compete, our program will be seriously, perhaps fatally. damaged. Notwithstanding the possi-
ble etfect on our orgammuon. I still say do it. because consolidation Ls the right Ming to do.

A MAJOR CONCERN: A shudder went down my spine when I saw that the education por-
:ion of the proposed consolidation says 'education efforts designee and implemented by state
and local educational agencies.'

There is no evidence that state or Iccal educational agencies can design or :mplement an
effective aduit or vocational education program. Their inability to succeee when tins popula-
tion waS in their school systems means that State Education Agencies and LEAs are me cause
of the proolem tor at least an accomplices, and not the solution.

In a survey reported by the National Alliance of Business (NAB). 5.000 school superin-
:endents and the presidents of the 5.000 largest companies :n America were emcee if our ra-
tion'S puolic scnools do a good job in preparing students for the world of work:

o8% ot the superintendents said yes.
alt, of the business leaders said yes!

A research project. mentioned in the May 14. 1995 New York Times, states that-
-ncreases in workers education levels produce twice Me gain in workplace efficiency as

comparable increases in the value of tools and machinery.' However, the research project also
'documents the overwhelming lack of confidence employers have in the nation's schools.' 'at
addition. it found 'employers increasingly divorced from the schools and lacking confidence in
meir ability to train young people for the workplace.'

A VERY STRONG SUGGESIION: They say that 'war is too important to be lett to gener-
als.' Can we not say that education is too important to (,e left just to educators?

I strongly recommetid that the job of designing and implementing adtdt and voca-
tiooal education be given to the Private Industry Councils (PIC) of our country. With
PICs you automatically get business, labor, public entitles, and community based organi-
zations involved in aduit education.

PICs also bring accountability to the system. One of the maior benchmarks of PICs Ls

now much bang they get tor their bucks. PIC outcomes are quanufiable. measurable. and.
Most importantly, verifiable Also, the PICs Reouest For Pr000sal format will bring compel-
ion to aduit education. Let competition determine the best adult educators, with the Oat
TalUl13. at the sat priC.e.

%DUX EIR/CATION

*History is a race between educatioo and catastrophe" H.G. Wells

INTRODUCTION:

In November 1964. in Baytown. Texas (a strong union town of refinery
workers i. I was a Republican poll watcher for Barry Goldwater. Having barely
survived that experience. I consider myself a conservative s conservative. Strangely
enough. i sin a program much is dearly beloved by every liberal who nas come in
Lot:MU with uS.

At one tune, on radio station KLIF in Dallas, two of our staunchest supporters
'lad talk shows. One is Bob Ray Sanders. an African-American gentlemen ot decidedly
liberal views. who has since gone on to host a weekly television snow. The Other
advocate on MAE' was David Gold. a young man ot outspokenly conservative views.

Dallas can! Academy is held in high regard by the African-Amencan and
Hispanic communities in Dallas because we serve a 95% minontv populauon who ..ue
economically and educationally disadvantaged. At the same tune, one ot my major
,upporters is William Murchison. a conservative columnist for the Dallas Morntng
News and an occasional contributor to the National Review (also my brotheron.lawi

believe this illustrates that the education of those who have not previously
succeeded in traditional education is an issue of such magnitude that it transcends the
concepts ot liberal or conservative. It is not a Republican issue or a Democrat issue it
is an issue which should he ot dire concern tor all Americans.

9l-021 0 - 95 - 3
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ACADEMY BACKGROUND:

Dallas clan! Academy began in 1986. We provide 3 nOn-traditiOnal educational
program specializing in wonting with inner-city, primarily nunority. economically
disadvantaged individuals.

Our mission is to empower Texans and their families to break the cycle of
failure. poverty, hopelessness, and economic dependency el their lives. We accomplish
this mission tri a caring environment based on traditional values without regard to race.
color. or gender.

We have developed a method ot working with our students which allows them to
focus on their education. in ntne (9) years. ierving over 3.000 ethnically diverse
ituderus. we have never had:

a racial incident.
a tight.
a student shouting at a teacher
a teacher shouting at a student
a student shouting at another student.

Our goals are to place our clients in college, job skill training programs. or
hill-ume. tax-paying employment.

ADULT EDUCATION

Our services involve school dropout recovery for out-of-school individuals and
in-school dropout prevenuon programs. Dallas Ca! has five (5) campuses which
provide these services;

Our main campus provides school dropout resovery leading to a General
Educational Development degree (GED). plus intensive employment tratrung.
drug abuse prevention, parent training and other life and coping-skills.

Two 42) Families For Learning campuses providing intergenerational family
literacy. Mothers and children come to school together. We have GED
preparation for the mothers and early childhood education for the children

Two (2) in-school dropout prevenuon programs in two Dallas High Schoois
working with students who are most at-nsk of dropping out.

Dallas Can! is a competency based program. Students do not move on to the
next level until thev score an 80% 'not 70% on that level test. Should they not score
an 80% they take the computer graded results back to a teacher and study the material
some more. They then take another version of the same level test. Students do not
move on to the next level until they score at least 80%. We consider that they have
then mastered that level.

In the year 1993-94, we served 703 individuals and tri the year ending lune: 30.
1995. we will have served almost 900 individuals ages 16 - 2. The charactensucs of
itir students are:

Afncan-Amencan -18%
Hispanic 47%
White:As:an 5%

Female ol Females with children = (12%
Male 39 (average 1.0 ctuldren)
(Current figures)

The heart of the Dallas Can: program is an accelerated. sell-paced. individ-
ualized learning system combined with a unique counselor based ud4ocacy system
which actively and aggressively addresses the chaos and dysfunction in the lives of
our participants.

We have a weird theory that teachers should teach and counselors should
counsel. Consequently, our counselors handle discipline, not our teachers. It is
the counselors job to maintain a learning environment so the teachers can do what
they have been trained to do teach.

A stong part of our of our program is our case-management system. From
the day students first walk in the Academy, they are assigned to a counselor-teach-
er team. That team is responsible for them from day one through all the time they
are at the Academy.
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The most powerful part of ow provam Ls our weekly "Winners Circle" - a
time where every accomplishment of the pen week is rewarded and students are
larisly praised for their attitude. attendance, academic progress.

ADULT EDUCATION

Our counselors have standing instructions that they don't let go of a student
unless the student pries their fingers off of their ankles! And even then, make
another grab!

If a student misses one day at Dallas Canl. it is the responsibility of the
counselor to be on their porch, at their door and in their face with - "what's
wrong?" - "what can we do to help you?"

Generally, when a student is not attending the Academy, we find that
something has gone wrong in their lives, and they are trying to fix it themselves.
They have never seen a school as 2 place where you go for help ... a school is
where they have gotten in trouble. They are literally astonished that our coun-
selors would help them solve their problems.

An integral part of our program also includes: a reward system for accom-
plishments, a choices and consequences system of discipline, goal setting as a road
map to the future, and intensive employability training (how to get a job and how
to keep that jobi.

OUR FUNDEVG -if you think education is expenswe. try ignorance. Derek Box.
President. Harvard Umversity

Our anticipated income for our fiscal year July I. 1994 - June 30. 1995 comes
firom the following sources:

JTPA Title UC and IIA 5660.000
!TPA 1994 Summer Youth US 86.000
JTPA 1995 Summer Youth LIB 62.000
3% Literacy Tx Educ. Agency 89,000
Comparuest Corpora t ions 149.000
Foundauons 511.000
Individuals 18.000
Special Events 289.000
Csr donation program 155.000
Coin Boxes program 62.000
Aluminum can collection 12.000
Special fundLng S.W. Tcxas Univ 117.000
Gross margin - print shop

training program 140.000
Gift-in-kind and =sc. 76 JOU

Total 52.486.000

This year we will have received approximately 5800.000, in JTPA Title II funds
representmg one-third of our 52.400.000 budget. As seen above. two-thirds of our
budget is raised from Individuals, corporations, foundations. fund-raising events. dc.
We leverage 82 of non-JTPA funds for every SI of JTPA public funds.

ADULT EDUCATION

OUR PERFORMAINCE:

Since 1987, Dallas cm! Academy has a success rate in excess of 90% in work-
ing with this most challenging population. On JTPA contracts, we have over a 100%
perfomiance record, since we have over-enrolled and over-performed on contract goals
.at no extra cost to the government!).

Our staff has accomplished the followtng:

Tins region of the U. S. Department of Labor selected Dallas Cgial Academy as
the Outstanding Service Provider for the Five State Region of Texas. Okla. J.
M.. Louisiana and Arkansas.

For four consecutive years. Dallas Can! Academy has been selected as an
Outstanding Service Provider by the Private industry Council of Dallas.
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The Acadiany wu selected by the National Center for Family Literacy to receive
the only Toyota Families For Learning grant in the State of Texas. Only 15
cities have been awarded sttes nationwide and there will be no more.

In 1993. the Academy received the first Barbara Bush Foundation For Family
Literacy grant ever awarded in the State of Texas. Only 16 were awarded
nationwide out of 655 applicants.

Governor Ann Richards honored Dallas Can!'s Families For Learning program
with a special proclamation for our Families For Learning program.

ln 1995. Dallas Cia! Academy was selected as one if 40 national award winners
and finalists for the lnc,:MCI Positive Perfonner Awards. The award is
presented by lar magazine and sponsored by MCI.

BENEFITS OF OUR DELIVERY SYSTEM:

1. We have access to the community.

We have not actively recruited in three (3) years. While we served 703 smdents
last year, we turned away over 1.000. A copy of our Prospect data base rile structure
is mcluded in this testimony which shows that as of May 12. 1.647 people have applied
to enter our program beginning July I. 1995. In other words. those 1.647 people could
have been in our program tins year if we had sufficient funds.

2. We have designed a program which tits our clients.

Question: Why is Mere a need for adult education?

Answer: Because traditional "youth' education failed this population.

People entering our program are angry and fmstrated at the traditional school
system. They experienced embarrassment in school and are nusmatful of 'regular
school.'

ADULT EDUCATION

Local Educational Agencies (LEA) specialize in educating youth generally up to
ages i8 20 If LEAs failed in educating these adults as youths. how can we expect
Mem to educate them as adults, which is tar from being an LEA a speciality?

Dallas CAB! specializes in an open-entrv, open-exit, self-paced. individualized
program. LEAs generally rely on a didactic elms room mode. wnich is highly
ineffective with a population we fmd tests between 2nd grade and Ilth grade levels.

Adults have children. 4bies. families, Jobs and other problems which LEAs do
not address well. Community based orgaruzauons iCBOI such as Dallas Can!
Academy have networks of referral sources, other community resources. and
,:ase-management systems to help adult learners with these concerns.

3. Level of Commitment.

Generally, in LEAs. some of the least competent teachers are pushed down Into
4ictult Basic Educauon ABE). The best teachers strive tbr honors classes, or laureate
programs or advanced placement classes. No teacher dreams of being the greatest ABE
:eacher.

When we run an advertisement tbr teachers, we receive volumes of resumes
from outstanding teachers who burned out in the traditional school system. But they
haven't lost their love of teaching. With the removal ot discipline. dass room
management, and grading of tests at home, and sponsorship of school clubs, teachers
flourish at Dallas Cm!.

Eight of our staff have Master's degrees. One was the tormer head of a high
school math department. All of our statf see our work as not being a fob. but a
mission. These people will never return to the traditional educational system.

4. Accountability

LEAs create their own definition ot success and then measure themselves .11431tIst
that definition. They are self-regulaung and seit-reporung. There is no accountability,
since funding is not correlated with results.
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Funding LEAs to do adult education and/or literacy Ls like checking a bag on the
old Eastern Airlines: It disappears and ao one see it or hears about it again.

We are monitored twice a year by the Private Industry Council (PIC) of Dallas.
and once a year by the Texas Department of Commerce. the regional office a U.S.
Deparunent of Labor. the Texas Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and the Texas
Educauon Agency. We are also subject to random monitoring by the InspectorGeneral.

In addition to the monitoring' Texas A & M University, under contract to the
PIC. performs a random check of our job placements througn the employers.

ADULT EDUCATION

COMMENTS ON SENATOR KASSEBAUM'S PROPOSED FUNDING
CONSOLIDATION:

Go for it. ma'am!.

'Whatever you can do. or dream you can do. begin it.
Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it. Goethe

rhe current system is a disaster because of four major problems.

I. An old-boy/old-gul network of almost exclusively handing LEAs.

Funding is not nod to results.

3. A myriad of programs with different funding requirements that are
difficult to access.

4. The sheer number of programs makes oversight and accountability
difficult.

The effects of the consolidation proposal on our program are not easily
determined. I suspect that we and the clients we serve will go through some difficult
canes during transcuon. If the funding for adult education is given to LEks without the
opportunity for us to compete, our program will be seriously, perhaps fatally.
damaged.

Notwithstanding the effect on our organization. I sull say do it. because
mnsolidauon is the right dung to do. And. ( choose to believe we will encore.

k MAJOR CONCERN:

A shudder went down my spine when I saw (hat the educauon portion of the
proposed consolidation says "educauon efforts designed and implemented by state and
;mai educational agencies.'

There is no evidence that state or local educational agencies can design or
unplement an effective adult or vocauonal education program. Their inability to
succeed when this population was in their school systems means that State Fdin-ation
Agencies and LEAs are the cause of the problem tor at least an accomplice). and not
the soluuon.

'I would rather be taxed for the education of a boy
than the ignorance of an adult. I will be taxed

for one or the other.' Walt Wtutman

The need for adult education exists because the boy .or girl) was not educated
the tirst time through an LEA. Why pay them again to work on then- failures.
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1 was born and raised in Oklahoma. a descendant of Kansans who make the
Boomer/Sooner run. Our favorite son was Will Rogers - he's the one who said he
didn't belong to any organized parry ... he was a DemocraL

I believe Will Rogers would agree with me when I say:

Paying LEAs /0 re-serve their failures is similar to
paving the fox even more to guard die her !louse after
all of the hens are gone.

Aiso.

Involving LEAs and SEAs in the destiii of vocational and
adult education is similar to having the fox design the
new hen house.

In a survey reported by the National Alliance of Business I NAB). 5.000
teachers. 5.000 school supenmendents and the presidents of the 5.000 largest
companies in America were asked their opinion about the state of education in the U.S.

When asked if our nation's public schools do a good job in preparing students
for the 1.orld of work:

h8% of the superintendents said yes.
44% or the teachers said yes.

a% of the business leaders said yes:

Clearly ousiness leaders and school supenntendents are from different planets, ifsot different solar systans.

.A research project, mentioned in the Sunday May 14. 1995 New York Times.
states that 'increases in workers education levels produce twice the gain in workplace
efficiency as comparable increases in the value of tools and machinery.'

The report say that 'employees gain an 8 percentaverage mcrease in income for
each additional year of schooling they receive.' Clearly. educauon Ls enormously
important for otir country's productivity and our worker s incomes.

However, the research project also 'documents the overwhelthing lack of
confidence employers have in the nation s schools. In addition. It found "employers
increasingly divorced from the schools and lacking confidence in their ability to trainyoung people for the workplace.'

Large city LEAs have another significant disadvantage size. Peter Druckersays that 'size is the greatest enemy of excellence. In other words, the larger you
grow. the harder it is to produce excellent results. It will be almost impossible thr
large city LEAs to produce excellence in adult education a field that Is not their mainnusstonl

A VERY STRONG SUGGESTION:

They say that 'war is too important to be left to generals. Can we not say thateducation is too important to be left just to educators?

I strongly recommend that the job of designing and implementing
adult and vocational education be given to the Private Industry
Councils (PIC) of our country.

With PIes you automatically get business, labor, public entities, and
community based organizations involved in adult education.

PICs also bring accountability to the systern. One of the major benchmailcs ofPICs is how much bang they get for their bucks. PIC outcomes arc quantifiable.measurable, and, most importantly, verifiable!

Both PiCs and (heti. :ontractors are monitored by outside agencies which furthertnhances the credibthty anti reliablity of results.

Also. the PIC' s llauest For Proposal format will bring competition to adulteducation. ftc organize oris which are best at adult education will rise to the op. Atsome locations that !nigh, )e an LE A and in other locauons it might be a non-protitI iterac y or g en ization .
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Dallas cal Academy Ls an organuation with
an outstanding record of success. They reach
OW to young people in need and help them get
oack on the :iglu track.

wholeheartedly recommend your support tor

DALLAS CAN! ACADEMY

Mayor Steve Bartlett

Dallas cal! Academy is one of the
most extmordinary organizations I

have had the good fortune CO be
associated with. Their rate of success
in assisdng high school dropouts to
obtain their GED is phenomenal.
Nos only do the students accompilsh
this important goal, but they emerge
from me program highly mouvated
to acnieve success.

Earl Bullock
Dallas County Cerk

'I'm a big supporter of the
Dallas Can! program because it
works! They can turn a
life around in 6 months or less.
You can actually see results in

young people's lives.

Dale Hansen
WFAA TV. Channel 8 Sporn .-Incnor

My wife and I have been long-time
supporters of Dailas cm! and know the
officers and many of the Board members
personally. We are familiar with she
greatly needed services Dallas can!
Academy offers to the youth of Dailas
Counry. 1 strongly support this

outstanding program.

J. McDonald liams
Gtairman. Trammell Crow Company

'As Vice Chairman of me Dallas Can!
Academy Advisory Board. I nave seen first- .

nand tne benefits this orograrn nas for
our youth, our city and our future."

Herbert D. Weitzman
president/CEO. The We =man Croup

'This is :o cbruirm Prno-Lay
Ina my personal commitment Lo

Dallas can: Academy We nave
an in-going commument Lo :he
mom you are Joing pvu
Young Texans a Second

Chance.

:usepn L. 'Pere Coilins
? Direr: iates Fno LA'

'Dallas Can! Acaoemv means so mucn to the -mum% .ve serve. Dallas Can!
does make a difference in their (yes and they are so appreciative a f this
loportunity t.o attend.'

his organization means mucn to Dallas as well. As a community. Ne must
find a way to expand this effort many, many told.'

Leo asoarum. nearmart icAllory Board
v ? Treasurer ; C. ?ennev .1 .2.,
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I I( qn thc Prin(ip,d-, ()t lice

-I would rather be taxed _lb,- the

education of a youth :han for the
ignorance of an adult. I will be
taxed for one or the, other.

Walt Whitman

Deur Fnend:

Our 'Isc:11 veur uiv :. :003 'hrouv :une :00,1 murgeu 'he mrun e.a a Mit vx.otencr
rhrouqn ate vnessub -unpon -ma :ouru4iwm5. Dud:Ls ,;,:nt Academy nu.>
;town from :IODIC s.leu ro reatirv uut numntr. po,awr: ,:aiferenLe .n Inc we, it Young prupte
'n

%Limy people sduukInszto!Y .:Jan ItI.fl tic uenerits 1 tIc kcJurniv '.v111;,e -een .n tie uramjm
:o tn tile curs :neuu. Vitue nese :nattily -unsiuntul. lie ...sues ..ae

nucn more personai 'tart ,upuorters sr Dc:.3.. fltev ,re eucn .natYtuual 'ire :s wring
xec:uus as nu% mg :Tortuous ::,...tennul trIO ,Tuotven :Nun :nut :rnnscer.cs economics

a,itiu , more !nun lust nume ri :5.1 ,latement :nun .:n lifirmauon ,:ontidence
n tie :more 1..te ti :mac ming ,u3r .urslunum.2 .ostorv it creu:ing :Ydes ,ucLess
:en-unser:ars ;rut tile .m,olent, ;,e. tote 'ace :-C me: :nu met Sultsi-c;nruy

' ,,0, nintac..o -ent.1 tO,titt 'Ste :rent am.: ;seal ooterams
.t 'ma :re :emtnst o ireni tic .Yce Si '.:tiure. du,enY lune:es:41es, mu v.:0110:11W
:enencenc. 0 me is es -I ,sung c..tnr flu nen' 'arr.thes.

',merely ynurs
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2r--o..ent
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enture :unsetnu ti e .00 -..inuing ,ur monunitY n he
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The mission of Dallas Canl
Academy is.

to cnable asadvarkaged young
Texars and their families to break
.ne iong-ierrn s:vce of failure,
poverty. hopeiessns and
-.-acnernic aepen0encv in their
:yes. anP

,c) serve the commurutv as :ne
pren-uer provider ,4 personalized.
iomprehersive anu
:omoassionaie services. .:aseci .5n

-racitional ..atues arid aesignea :0
Impower at-risk ...ouirs anu thes
-undies :o create a ,..-vce 4
success. and

to accomousn MIS mission
.nrougn acceieraiec
:ounsehng. ate ,i0i6
ieveloprnent...seil-esteem
-miming and vocauonai :eadthess
_ft a posidve ICC .aaring
-invironment without regam
act. .:olor. :encer .ar native
anguage

Our ,iItirniir goal is:

'0 .1.5SISI -sign-risk -;eoole
:Ito college 0r vocational :raining

-4- niikame.
.nosiiositlized iirmicvment.

DONS GROW1144 511.1004T 1100V

3111-10 WHO 10-11 9142 V2-43 93-04

$4. 000

$3.500

3.000

52.500

$1.000

COST MR STUDIINT

118-1111 119-10 90-11 f1-42 12-95 13-14

4 4

4rade: A+
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Enrollment

Cost

Education:

Living Skills:

Employmont Training:

inicemis are accepted ear-round.

ne,.> no :osr !Or 5tu0e0sS to enroll .n Dodos !Liz' .kcaoemv

Students !earn througn Our individuauzeo. sed-paced. open-entry !men-
exit. iomputer-asspted. _N.:cc:crated eduyauonal system.

Independent Wing..de anu coping skins are caught :o enanie youcns :o
solve problems. Ina :o iwe and function erfecuvetv :n our world

We prepare !mums for a ateurne or productive empioymenr Pv equipping
:hem with .;onstructive wont th.scaalines :nealtlw micudes. on !raining and
experience :eliding to 1 successrui .areer. we teacn our Youths HOW 70
GET AND KEEP A JOB!

Substance 'Abuse Prevention: ..eritheo .zposiance kbuse i:aun,r!or :areas an outstancm.v. :ruB :nose
2:eventiOn. esluc.lttOn. and counsenna program .o prevent ne vages pi
unyiante .:OUSC Among our dierics.

Alternative Activities:

Youth Served:

Thp s in oppommity tor our stuoentS CO learn !rungs not .11 nooks
Mrougn regutany scneduted ommumw -PeaKers and nein trios zo
Pusinesses to veil .1.5 educiudn.al mu .:o.tural resources

rhe .Ycademv argets ;ow nnuaine. mytn.rist: -ouin including

'or Scriool dropouts Rrewous substance abusers
"Ito Stuaents at risk or dropping cut ;uvenile delinquents
"or eenage oarents
"o° oregnant girls

Former gang members
"ur Runaways

Core Prop-am S(R ices
I Atsrmanern JfIll1SSMITIM

*NIA evottanent sot:mune
. =mums simaoalstes

._sterunss nJ ft.:eirli
intr.', nusors..zed.

.MillVallte umme ,:ounsesrms
41.1 oreention es:us:loon
...1emuls ownInst

"'mum, emolovamust
latent

ftrentums molls uamem
k:Jonseung and :Almon :or
Vtellt3
hrnav ..smanseurni

itr,X.71...- .OunscArm

).V.ITC .01 vudents

Tftjav ''Voners Iroe
.eco.snsuon i -AltICTILS

AXCRICILVIITIVILS

',monsters [zone 0esSOM1

riterest .11 MI5 OM]
Soo:awes mentors
7:arm:on:won S Bus awe",
,:vettLisse,
.loar-J care
Ors= care
Prei:ED scants
Bossoms tours ..sso

rusdance

isiS plaCtrIVIIL

`1=4.101:11 telef171

..f.171M3011 tO ,01111111.1/11EV

:-.0 and ;own "snossauon
,:radoisson mons
: "ear :oslotems coonstunt
osorxxx

JUI11.1..1.....1440f1

Grade: A+
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Day Program

sCst-.,is.. 'lucent ..t st.-I.!tink N. len L..4 Slit C

a trignrening. ,ec realistic. expeLtatuin :n .rer ..punuv me nurnoer ,ne suler :t n.r.ursr: nen -nee: .s :nnredr.

..nd inn percentage ot mner-rntv :usreniles rvno serve pnson senterwes mcreastrig yearn'

THE WINNERS'
CIRCLE
.4 an. ,Lay. Vie Wore Cs
.:54t515 elite 141,1 nalf leatila.

weal WI, -.noes
,,,,, 1,4rwent .11.1nic.mrs,rne 1.1

lirintrs c". 1.r. "It,.
aderiff 'ft .acet`ft,
.1g, tan, 1., . .107.13 ,,,,, lif
.0,11 :en .1 WM?,

Thts !nate av, :Cul,: '12, as en :ne . av 0 cum
nv ite cC,,ral 4estures ro

ine -am .n :ne tap. :can.
ne ...enter :rn inc Tes.:nr, C:lance

nut .en itoie notin .1

e -ices .teed
1,1 :.5515.e 11,1

-,te ;tic :eiures 5! ..:ui \ tly .:1 v't

224154 :rCnInc! n

:ram . nx...nn, .1 .c.aninsA to

/1,11,, :WS

.len lid Low..., .5 ct)
c ,

. .i 1.51.. Lay
kr...idetatv 2res use, tiet e41,1 Ie . :em

5rflJflS finer- Its 1 ,nef

era n %Mt

nr-rx vie . en. :...51:nerl:

n'traf...:ton 0 , I ,,, . .:1

...nal,. 'le :1,5.: .1 Lcle '40cr
w an .nirjritc mId inse f 5. .f.. .1 hit 2::'etI r MUItilIC,

cjal Academy. we Inake wirmen!
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The Accelerator Program - Woodrow Wilson High School

MEI

,

THE ACCELERATOR
%talent% . °nine will tan.1011ZeU conen Runt.

,larne :5

Raw Luna ana
un ; ."ears

;ust
raciiiatea irom

Irhocirote
ViLson hii

las emoer
,f

:()

:).ePI 17cfcle

,1171 1011'

:0

.cdefze TNinie

"..111111,.......

C.-nnrnuntue,.:re men udere hv
;::.erronnar.Le it :11e:r

,choois Who .11:::Gerr13-1111. 7're.

oare :hen' %nuns!, people .:re ."..nuahle
assers 'ne "0 :ne

,rucents.

:n .1rnan ne:vno:.no<ius 'ne
.:nailer.rms +re .treaf..',or uctencance
liss::oune =prop:lure
nculum. -no nrx.s.e:tenceu n
ne .nner ruk:enc,
n ,cneob ,) -en e ten" _nal-
-nunihr,

"tel:nsznizew lee:: rui .14nve.

n DamELL, kc:nicenv mcl T!le Founu:amor :vanet:
'Xooenm :ne Duilis ncenencent

nIt...ne ne cce:enaor ?roxram. The '.1e1:c0w; T.)une.:uon
cneol :n"o% iced "ne ..:assromnn -tuuenr.,.

:rov:ceu fit .)rm)re.)IVe ..urnc_nuin Anc "nnneJ
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DALLAS CAN! ACCELERATOR - WOODROW WILSON '93-94

90%

80%
;70%

40%
:50%

.40%

;30%

90%

'80%
!70%

:60%

;50%

:40%

130%

90%

.80%

70%

60%

50%

-40%

30%

TAAS SUCCESSES
TAAS COMPLETIONS

CONTROL ACCELERATOR

A.M. STUDENTS/
9-10 GRADE

AAASIRED MATH

CONTROL ACCELERATOR

ATTENDANCE
. P.M. STUDENTS/

11,11 GRADS TAM RIMEDIATION

CONTROL ACCELERATOR CONTROL ACCEURATOR

REMAINED IN SCHOOL
A.M. STUDENTS/ P.M. STUDENTS/

9-10 GRADS 11-11 GRADE TAAS RIMIDIATIOM

CONTROL ACCELERATOR CONTROL MI ACCIUNATOR

48
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Families For Learning 1993-94 Program

The Problem
The family is in flaia ma nowhere 3 Mu cmi more apparent than .n urn= ne:ennomorras

3eteageered by poverty. tacit ot education me ...osentee rattlers :he aroan :am& presents one of tut nation
..ogruheire prOolems. It Ls a problem we can no .oniter gnore. Aa ne numoer ot :111Oren rnm :o a.:men ne:ow 'he

poeertv 'cm .nerease, :ne numoer nr womer. %no must zonnuon :nee nracat..on *.)
support these iraldren rues

A CLASS ACT
isal WCCev,,uts Ore ,'Ithirrn

The combulacion or uneoucneo mower and mad 5 'atat lorn to me economy Ino zo
the nature or tnner.cicv populations The -estuunst inummaro otral entOntoasSes many
of Our most aficutt uvende <11rTle. tuostaince muse lothe:coness anernpen -
meat. anct mat*. Many titClefS

The Solution
While :here Ls no sunole ,onauon. e.aucncean in the mo,t nromptne ..::0 nracacn cane

nre:le rae Of:C.

Dallas t.:41. waurrny s heroing count morners ny -rot Iding a nnoc.inte ^smcam
-lesetneo to meet meLr an:que neeus. The Fnranes :earrar.e 'rner.nn car outNeu n
,992 'can a anal 'corn Me National ,:vnter a1 ',nun' ....zeracv 'unue..: alit 7oveu
s.totor ,n ILS -ecorto Veg rm. Fame,. atli Nierarn
CAD nreo.u-ation in cOntunctcn -van :r.rrata.4

The Program
Judas Famitte- Fur c.:te.: it..:tue- .ne

:::trztutn :') ` n .te
:i.4. 41: In 11, cIter., . )

'lie :nOIllen inev -CIVC

.t '401 ..te .I c-c-Irr -4:e a LI
Mouter. .r1 'Ilr Ucit ational %, trIall .

Educational component
-;ED -`re7:-.ratver '::r ragrc, ntear..: r, .

,:r.e :10 "1.1::1--ci:1- -It, ytrace cat :1,-, 1.AM azuent, frrv:;.av 'tlf 7
.alv, riCe nanv me 'ear. trace ,Inen .M.1 'Wee. . Ana.. ..)

11:-CtnLe a -nt no-Ca :ttrOugn n...:ena, _a ..er - lSfl

"Chile lone-an:le -acre 'ne -atonal .nctraw 7.1Merl ") -nrYt rrft.. rive
.1 -;El) ^repurau, it

Counseling component
-.10.4 -3 'nese .rnme :homer, ananuuneu Met( 1LluLnIlOrl "x-cau.,e it tutside nrc,surrs a1 -trip *..ern n

foucation traCt. FarrUhes for Leamtne eadres.es noe aressures :nrougn muwelu.0 arc ennio Launsenne arnerane.

49
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oinoir need aar a gun :ram tt, nr :nunterung 'mowers, uorne,oc

. iolenst Flu -1.10sUrice souse. ..nurtscnses ne:D -.tpurnes valve ;nea

.noniems

711 .iuditton ii oldivi..1uat support. _counselors 1-104 .1 ay.:ids ernt-

flat enteleu ?arenc 7.me fl Ins ,troup -ession *Or nuttier. Pscass

fit ,nanv dnhownis or parenting rogetner. ne wtimm ..otnoat re
,olaston ot patenting aria nrovirae insight to esuM ocilo an iesv.vas,

pronierea.

Giving Back
Inc aiIernoori a ,CCK. :ne mothers ,aiuntetr at a alai cm:nen-

arv -..nom eacher MI6 :Uri< asu.Nunu or orke nen) 3e.

aunt ,nnot :neerionrs 4re urn 0.1I115151. riarturehrig .alotss .ne

notners :venter ne atoms. anuots :arcs a ne system 3v

yercoming 'nor .tto nesrato e 'ere:ings 'he .notilers tecome

.ctlVe nanninalits -uorstiners I :heir .rinurm

":r :e:nzorcl.: 'or :le ..e:r3 Se, ntc Or nsaner s an

nen . rtrlo

DALLAS A,N! FAmI LIES FOR
LEARNING RESULTS

D uring the 1993-94 program year. Dallas cApcs
, FL sites served 80 women wno are morrters ro
183 children. increases in grade ievels averaged
3.65 levels in reading and 3.6 levels .n matn. .

Thy following outcomes were obtained:
GED 25

Full-time employment 7

Prepered for employment
or vocational training 33

Still In program 7

SUCCESSES 72 (90%i

Did not complete program 8

TOTAL SO

A Success Story

, .trneraan fine :Pommy.

i.l er,:urac V ne .ne mini, mc fl Lne .lesucal Resoira-

.,11 _re L mast ...leonasue

n ,,e, .es,s;eu

,,en emit e- ta p.soe,:t hare -C0011-

oc LS It nth, -mull, nal uttn.11-(1 ner 0 aursue a Ca-

t -t ',II, It yr .:ursitut

- e, .ninects:ep: ne sample.

.:nos sn I -ef ...ennarre .scr.:n grousing

rotchruer I 3 "cmhan,c cs,:ne . .sen..eu .0CaltOn.11 nurse

anuni ..1 ,re ...ossec... ...,:nmnsr flu .`- r..-..sarle ne ,inssitans San ail

n-sm iuuit 3aon. Fauc..non eacune .au .train ".t.8E '<ores.

triE, ,rain sOltS .t .11e lemnn ,nr.E ne lopes o contsnue ..er

en!! -hat ..^-IngeO :utcsav -sILIC.:40r1 r.,us ,Vonwri

-ne women piligenuv nrouunout roe secorne einstereo nune R_Ni

-III -ad waster. .uccessts.nw -ornoieting V1111 a craven mord 11 ears wore

-e*,;M) fl .gQfl ii :904 Perso:ence .1i 'Pe sce s .asvenas

srusnoang um East Dailal aconarue runge :ave.:Ts ratIttiesi

it

GRADUATE AND
MOTHER

imams the PrP11047115 AlvaM.

vonrenne otananoing 4C1151venttnr. in
Steononre White ar tier ?reauonon nom me
.tarether Far Leameng PMetilft

-; '4'

Ufv-

Grade: A+
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Summer Program

The 1044 Summer Jons Program was ,00nsorea and hinCed he me ?rware Industry C..ionc.a of Dada> encour.
scnoot ..:OrnpletiOn J> :ne Aese:opmere 01. arta personal kdis

Daila.s Lan' kcaderrw served 255 'mums .(1 oree Jaferenr programs me Wore E.soenence Program. :he Work
Expertence ma Remedial Education orograrn mei me ?mtession:u Exploration program. sruderhs also anendeci the
:spumy .ne .:ay Der ete: :lours, :or ;ram:mt. CX.S .5 on anteractwe course :o neio ..ruaenes aeveioo tie
ws sucn as estaressrung a ors:mai value >wstern. malting souna dec..sions. ouageong money. and tune managernene

Work Experience
Daftas .uppited :he ..:outr_s -sun raahrY .m-the-ob exper.ent.... :our Jays : eve:DC :2 hours. ,or

Jrgaruzations as The 3oYs ana 61-is Iuo or Dallas. DART. ana :he 1,:ence ?lace Fatr Pare.

Work Expeiience and Remedial Education
The Remedial:on F.cucanon program maoted .ructents to work :our hours .:nd attertc Inc scademy :out

-low each woricaav Once modem neeas mere stssessea :hrougn cestmg. each ws..5 !oven .1 40JI :0 .mprove it .east
me iraae .eve: .n lctter nmt r :ending

Professional Exploration
In use Profess...mai F.:tomcat:on program. also :mown as usadowmentoring. Dagas ::;_411. encouraged 4A college-

hound >rudents to locus on A career pam and potosn men- woreOlace uolls Exploration panic:pants Shadowed a
suotac evor ssecutise dunrig los or le, daily
UrIC.lOns These ,uuents %tem nuowed as toe

mc omte..es esearc" and husiness ins-et:rigs
The het:item ot he surnme, or these huaenes
s ..I fro Co Au>1111 ..eXJ> Or outs t Ic Lan.
01 EVelmun le JoYemor s Mansion ..na the
noversew ot etas17, I: sok k I% 1) 1

SHADOW MENTORING
audents 101111PI Mt Cam,: Exteqszon . lusrul -tuts

Grade: A+
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SUMMER SUCCESS
rhe Daikir Qin! Academy I 1994 Summer Provom succeuntliv educated ant
warned 95% Of the maul to Wiwi

.5 I



dataara &an and Grant East

DCA received the only Barbara Bush Foun-
.Lanon gam ror :arruly Literacy in the 'State ot

-was. -Dt oi5 Li:toucans. 16 onete awarded

qauonwide

The 4 Denainneni Linor se:caeca
Actdemv 15 Mc OULSCISIdlIW YoutP

'ervxe Provider for the Five irate Regton of

-etas --klanoma. New Mem Co. Louisiana ,incl

;MAMAS

or tour consecutive years. Dad= Can!
:taderw nas neat selected as Outstanding
'.outn service Provider tiv the Private industry

rhe Acidernv was letected bY the
mona :culter for family LateriCV :0 rtCelve

the Kuv 7oyoca Famaies For Len:rung grAnt ri

.ne Uie oi Texas. Oniv :0 grants were
...yarned nationwide.

./0 Cr:10r Ann Richards congratulated Ciai las
families For Learning program with a

>Deal pmdainauon nonoang our commit-
:1m C.-e30tW CYC1e3 1LICCC44
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Academically Speaking
In 1993-94 we produced the largest number of

GED graduates in our history-140.

During the 1993-94 program year, enrollment
reached 703, topping our previous hign of 559.

Over 90% of all tt :dents enrolled in the t 993-94

program achieved a successful outcome.

July 1 lure 30 .1591 02 1502 03 ,003

Successful Academic Complations per 1/OA-contracted goals:

Oblesnoo GEO I Z2 140 '64
4Kermea re.ecliation and
.evor.e0 to Know 37 70

Successful Vocatusnal Completions per JIPA-convacted goals:

katIti"K Mrn.ethatIgn
.nlio enter.] 6.1.1.tone.
Atuosatzto emonewnent

ernvooltqn
1.0 .00.teCN

37 56 37

SO 30

Successful Completion in Aoldemic Remectialion:

50 30

Accelerator:

ECialtn, ,ernelltattan
"1,00,

. 0.<.
55

Total Successful Outcomes

346 (92.2%l 514 (91.9%) 635 (903%)

lncornalenona '9 as 66

fotal Studenti 375 559 '03

rJ 4

i

1

i

1

I

Grade: A+
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-saginta.151

F\tmcurncukir

,

A WINNING COURSE
JUMLNIVII. JUITICIDertis 100w Met, donated dnflurt anrcur mow

audents clf 111ey flajfl Intlf muconnn

The Dale Hansen Marriott Classic

W;rtners wining tads become winners. Thai ,
what me Dale Hansen %larnott Classic :s Ai about.

For -.even Years. :ne Tournament nab !teen J
!sear way :or :ausmesses and individuals :o
ems:rig ..no commu-

nity exposure. cnter-
:am ,:ients .no nave
tun Wmic
voting 1.r.s . ec
mu .harti.e ..t ,uccessi

The 1,40- Dale
Hanben 'tlarrioit

-21.5C0 )1 /t).....Ak) tor 4i-rim: outn rtmoin ineir education ano .earn valuartie
noiovapthrt .44116 Thurucs :o Dale Hansen 'lir coroorate tponbots :no ...in-

.rrr.vd nuirbauz.:, Ic C..1.t 7 mtrn-inIcr( *.re,ents -tr.:lei:, EVERYONE WINS!
't 0011 cO,n0ered 101 ,Ire I .11 rte.,

IOW

Dallas Mother of the Year Luncheon

MOTHER OF THE
YEAR
funneet A.on LNInnnee .510 ner son
n..nn

Grade: A+

-he ..).1:las t :Ic ',enent., mune nothers .11
Dailab The,e :re -.UM; 'florfler ii -lir ,:ommunirv who

'1 .1.1rIlie ::le:r . ru n tnefr
,miuren

..0 .t ur - cen: , ry : 2.". .te
r.otncr. . nucren 'AWL. e:leve

%.nung -,unen no.ic vucn 'nu .:...:nke '0

.1%,:nt 'nrr: -votr.en ',r ne:r ste
.:ccomotlsnment, nQnie:, nti :onure..1 .:brenb .1 III1 .0
r!etr.nt unynenn. ?:Nt .:onorech ncuue Aar,
uifl Dam:sun. Dr :..t.iltn.1 Naupa,n .no \r.neite irflusc
7.1e !inner It 'r.c ner S,II I 11-1, cur

notners Ru ccry ..e:rnmte.

_ 2 i 11111.1..

53
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Fln:111CLI1 (n1C11111:11ion

Assets:
Total Current Assets

Equipment
.Accumutateci depreciation

total ISSCCS

Liabilities and Fund Balances:
Tata/ current liatnidies
Note payable
Capttat ;ease obligation
Fund balances ideticIll
Total haothues una tuna stances

Balance Sheet

1993
S308.:90

439.574

1994
5491.754

509.236

i :4.208 50.596

5422.598 5651.350

5260.423
;0.5:52
:7.138
:244:5

i422.593

5395 016
:.387

34.026

2:5.421
5631.350

Statement of Support. Revenue. rnd Expenses

Support and Resenue:
Ftblic mppon 5660.907

Grants "7:5.588

i)pettong revenue :35.:69

Other revenue I6 ; '9

Total mown and revenue )1.567 993

5938.300
'481.7-3
:06.760

32.9;0.605

Expenses:
.tyroil and related benefits S1.153.725 Sl..14.043

Facilities and equipment 132.352 :59.9"13

Depreciation 61.716 .7.533

ituuent set, ices una ,:urncuium 34.345i 56.388

Postage and hmCfltne :5.0tr0 :o.oii8

Operaung ,LICIpl" -Li:: -4 558

7ms-et und transportation :.6.: I 2 53.0:3

Protessionai Sees 1319 '5.900

?riming :6.193 29.624

:nsurance
.J 213

Miscellaneous tu"

Generat and sumnisdatIve :5.353 1" 4'25

Development and tuna-rming 2 :.986 4 968

7otal expenses 51.539.539 31.)36.o19

Excess iDefictencyi of Support
Revenue Over Expenses St 21.961 593.986

,iddfd. add !wow ids nor., wind... deaden di e.t.a 4 owde ...did annex. iudo ,edder,
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'Gt
Cotnnlent

Xreas of Strength:

Building Business
construct, make, to bring
nto being or develop, increase
enlarge, ennance

Building Bridges
:onnect. ;inkunction.
atucture built over an
obstacle for use as a Passage
way

Building People
a group linked by a common
tharactenstic or .nterest

A Winning Strategy
a careful plan or metnoa
'or achieving an ena

Areas of Weakness:

Funding Restraints
taoitai srortages. resource
iostacies. constrained means

The Dale Hansen Marriott Golf Classic offers busthess
executives the opportunity to entertain clients while givtng
back zo the community. The Dallas Mother of the Yew
Luncheon benefits the Academy s single mothers. enaoling
them to acquire eaucauon and economic self-sufficienc-v.
Cars for Kids enioys a steady increase in the number of
donated cars and is expected to net S10.000/month by
years end. Cans for IGcls has over 50 companies
participating in this recycling effort to raise approximately
i8.000 annually.

Thanks co the overwhelrrung -4enerosiry of Dallas area bus-
inesses. ,:oncemed citizens and volunteers. dollars go to work
:mmeuiateiv .n the lives of young people getting a *second
chance' a a better way of life.

Dallas Carl! Academy comprehensively and compassionately
serves the community's most trouoied youth at the most
crtucai crossroads tri their jives. DCA .pves a hana up. not a
hand out.

When srudents drop out of school. Dallas Can! Academy is
:here to recover rnem. otter them accelerated education
anu equip them with the life skills necessary :'or success in
me working world. That .ncludes going on to coilege.
vocational training ant!, or !Ull-urne employment AND
THAT'S A STRATEGY THAT WORKS!

Grade: A.

Dallas (;.._ni ! Academy was mill/ able :o accept -03 students
and one additional Acceie-ator program in 1993-94. Over

)00 students were rurne..: away as well as Q high scnools
desinng the Accelerator program due to the lack of funds
and supplementary resources. This is compiete:y unaccept-
able: DcA should be able to serve all Youths striving to
make positive changes th their :ives.
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14
)2-1994 Funding Sources

Governmental
Inaustry Council Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Texas Education Association

dations and Organizations 1992-1994
Eurty Foundauon Eugene McDermoct Founlauon

Excnange Cut, ot Dallas Ronald McDonald Children's Chanues
Meadows Foundauon
Metromedia Intern:atonal
Mother of the Year Luncheon
National Center ror Farruly Literacy
Pollock Foundation
Harold Simmons Foundation
Southwestern Berl Foundation
itauoacn Foundation
Stemmons Foundation
Roy Sc Christine Sturgis Foundaxion
Hatton W Sumners Foundation
3ill St Katie Weaver Chantanle Trust
Women or Saint Michael
Women s Service League

19(

lob Training Parmersrup Act/Privacy

Foun
Troy Alkinan Foundation
Allstate Foundation
American Express Foundation
Arco Foundation
31 11 Barrett Foundauon
T.& 3. Beasley Founoauon
BOMA Founuation
Bosque Founoauon
Barbara Busn Founuation
Capitol CitieszABC Foundauon
Chadenge Founaauon
Al x Lenore Chilton Founuauon

Clam= Foundation
Constantin Foundation
C:owley Chantaore Leila Trust
Crowley-Carter Foundation
Dallas Women s Foundation

Exxon educational roundation
Fatner ot the Year Luncneon
Florence Foundation
David ic Mary Fox Foundation
Pauline Allen Gill Founciatton
Haggerty Foundation
The Halseil Founaation
Armand Hammer Foundation
Hawn Foundation
Earl Hayes Foundation
Hignlano Pare Presbyterian Church
Hillcrest Foundation
Honiazeile Foundation
Mary Kay Foundation
iDee Konl Family Foundation

Corporation/Company Support 1992-1994
Aeration Masters
kir Spec
A-Lechic Contracting Ser. ice Co.
Alcatet Ne DuOf S ',Stems. ?pc
Alexander St .Alexanoer ot Texas. lnc.
Amencan Airlines
kmencan Exoress
kmertcan Title Companv
Vet= Fowler Apparel
Arthur Anderson ..: Company
3 B Air Conmuoning
Bank One
3iilboaros ny the Dav
Bruce lnc.
Corium Clues.ABC
:antes Corporation
'hecr: recnnotoeles
:oopers Lynranc
Chiwrora Construchon Comp:ins
Dallas Cownoss
Jailas Masences
Dresser industries
EDS Corporation
Ethnic Gold
Ewing Automouve t ;rout)

xxon t: orporanon
rst Interstate dant(

The Goa Cut) at Fossil CDC?:
FrU0-,av

SC

GTE Southwest
HiCKS. MUSC a Company. Inc.
Hoage Printing Company
Home intenors Sr Gins
Howara Broxerage Services
IBM Corporation
lonnson oz 'Nome,
;ones Day Reavis it Pogix
KDMX Radio
Kimber ly .Cl are
KLI.:V Radio
Koslow . Furs
:RLD Ramo
The Kroger (omo:Inv
KSCS Radio
SI. IL :Zaino
L.re )utreacn International
_ohms ar Nettleton
%try Kay Cosmetics
Marnott International
larsnall Fteid:
AlcDonaid's

Aleuicai C ire International
lernil Corporation

Mesquite Rooeo
hems

Miller Brewing CompanY
Murata Business Systems

NationsBank
Oakley x Associates
.krauentai Chemical Corporation
Orvs Ehegy Company
?BS Dozier
C. Prihney Company. Inc.

KPMG Peat Marwick
PeosiCola
?:zza Hut
Pompeii-Italy Men Cluming
3totessional Medical Services
',intecuon Mutual Insurance Company
Riverside Golf Cuo
Southwestern 3eil Mobile Systems
:ICU a: ...le _ma Bennigin s
qrasour?er S: Price
Texas :nstruments
Texas Rangers
-0 I Friday s
Town az Country Cleaners
Toyota Motor Company
Trammei C:ow Company
L'altea Home Crart
L S Metroline Sen.:es. Inc.
..SDATA
The Utley Group
vanetv Club
The Weitzman GfOUD
NFkA. TV
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Dallas Can! Academy
Annual Report Card

1993-1994 School Year

Printing services provided by:
Dallas Can! Printing & Graphic Arts

We offer professional commercial printing.

Excellent service: if we make a mistake.
we'll ,:orrect it and reprint your project
free of ,tharge.

We will match or beat most print shops'
prices.

All proceeds benefit Dallas Can! students.
which will improve the local economy
and lower your taxes.

For Information on how Dallas Can! Pnnting may be of seriice *.o you. please
call David Simmes at:

(214) 824-3023

Dallas Can! ?nnung alaplue Arts :505 L.ve Oax Dallas. Texas '5204 Fax 4l 624-3002
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Memorable Momenta
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Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Hart.
Mr. HART. Mr. Chairman, Senator Pell, I am pleased to be here

this morning and am very pleased that you are here as well.
My name is Greg Hart. I am an adult educator. I am not a bu-

reaucrat, and I am not a trainer. I believe deeply in the human ca-
pacity for transforming of learning. Over the course of the last 18
years at Pima County Adult Education, 13 as director, I have had
that belief affirmed many times by hundreds of people I have
known in our program. They have inspired me time and time again
with their courage, their tenacity, their resiliency in the face of ad-
versity, and by the sheer depth of their desire to realize their po-
tential.

I have learned more from them than they have from me. They
are the reason I am here. And I am happy to see so many students
here this morning, Senator. They make me feel like I am home.

I obviously have a vested interest here today. If I were a stock-
broker, however, and I knew what I know about adult education,
I believe I would tell you the same thing I am going to tell you.

My colleagues and I have developed a program based on exten-
sive partnerships in Pima County. Our partners include city and
county government, community-based organizations, schools, the
University of Arizona, Pima Community College, the Yaqui and
Tohono Olodham Indian Nations, and many others.

We serve close to 12,000 people a year through a variety of
projects, just over 10,000 of those in our core adult basic education
program. We also operate programs for family literacy, refugee re-
settlement, jobs for welfare recipients, vocational training, home-
less education, special projects for adults with disabilities, and in-
tensive literacy education for probationers.

We have over 20 separate grant-funded sources, and we go year-
to-year. Among those sources are money from the Adult Education
Act, Carl Perkins, and JTPA.

The core program is driven by Adult Education Act funds which
currently require a State match. We provide literacy, GED prep,
English for speakers of other languages, and citizenship instruction
to the core program. Currently, we have 1,000 people as we speak
on waiting lists for that program.

I would like to speak about the core program and the issues that
relate to it for the remainder of my testimony.

We respond to a broad diversity of need. Our program serves
adults whose needs challenge the narrow construct of job readiness
and workforce preparation. Many are already working and are
making long-term, difficult commitments to the acquisition of lan-
guage and high school equivalency certificales. Some want to retain
or advance in current positions. Some want to speak the language
their children are using. Some want to prepare for job training or
the community college. Some can come for 2 hours a week, some
for 25. We endeavor to accommodate them all as we meet them in
their real lives, not as those lives are so often narrowly described
in policy documents.

The link between a child's potential for educational success and
the educational level of his or her parents, particularly the mother,
is indisputable. Adult education programs working with parents,
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especially in family literacy partnerships with schools and early
childhood education providers, are helping to positively transform
the lives of thousands of families throughout the country.

The current cost of our program, Senator, is $150 per student per
year. By comparison, the tax-subsidized education of a student at
the University of Arizona is $7,000 per year; of a person in a typi-
cal job training program, $4,000; in a community college, $3,000.
An apples and oranges comparison? Perhaps. But the fact of the
matter remains that there are masses of people clumped down at
the bottom of this "educational food chain" who cannot get a seat
in a classroom, while seats often go begging in sectors that are bet-
ter-funded.

This becomes particularly significant when one considers that of
the people who are in job training programs, 65 percent of them
need basic skills. What, should be our priority here?

Quality of instruction is hurt by inadequate or poorly-funded pro-
grams. This relates to issues of accountability. Why is it that a pro-
gram spending $150 a year is asked for more accountability on its
instructional success than a program spending $7,000? Inconsist-
encies notwithstanding, accountability must be forthcoming, but
demands for it must be placed in context, Senator. A program that
spends an average of $5 per student per year on materials does not
have a lot left over for longitudinal studies.

I have worked with a woman in my program for over 15 years,
Senator; that is how long it took.

The myth that volunteers can respond to the Nation's adult edu-
cation needs has done great harm to the national and local develop-
ment of adult education. Volunteers can supplement adult edu-
cation efforts; they cannot supplant them.

Adult education programs have become de factor alternative edu-
cational systems for K through 12. In our program, of the 10,000
or so people we served, 4,400 were between the ages of 16 and 24.

Next, I will talk about my reactions to the potential block grant-
ing consolidation efforts. Persons who are served by adult edu-
cation programs represent the most disconnected political constitu-
ency in the United States. They are typically poor; they are by defi-
nition educationally disadvantaged; they have no access to the le-
vers of power or to policymaking.

Far more powerful interests such as K through 12, community
colleges, and job training systems will overwhelm them in the wick-
ed struggle that will be sure to ensue for a reduced pot of block
grant funding.

Regarding Governors' offices, the short-term political objectives
which often impel Governors and their offices are not consistent
with the long-term needs of adult education learners. Adult edu-
cation funds properly belong with State education agencies.

Regarding the role of Federal legislation in improving the deliv-
ery of adult education, the Federal Government must protect the
availability of adult education for millions of Americans who are
struggling to improve themselves, their communities, and their
families. Dedicated Federal funding must be the engine that drives
adult education throughout our country.

On partnership incentives, the Federal Government should en-
courage, without being prescriptive, partnership formation in order
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to maximize existing and future resources. A current example is
the irreplaceable Federal maintenance of effort requirement for
adult education, which has resulted in a dollar-for-dollar match in
Arizona.

Adult education and job training fulfill vast different functions,
yet they can and do serve each other and should continue to do so.
Joining them at the hip, however, diminishes the effectiveness and
purposes of both. We need a cohesive system, but a true partner-
ship requires equity. We cannot crudely lump them together and
expect them to operate.

Regarding my reactions to the Workforce Development Act, Sen-
ator Kassebaum's proposal, the 25 percent of the WDA which has
been dedicated to SEAs effectively recognizes a sustainable part-
nership with adult education. However, I believe a minimum must
be set aside for adult education, a contradiction of terms within
that block grant, because I think it will be overwhelmed by other
more powerful interests.

To close, Senatorand thank you for allowing me to go on a lit-
tle bit longerif we come to the end of this process, and we do not
have a national adult education effort, it will be a moral shame and
a practical disaster for this country.

Thank you for having me.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hart follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GREG HART

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. Thank you for having me here today.
I am an adult educator. I have been workint for the last eighteen years for l'ima
County Adult Education (PCAE) in Tucson, AZ, and have been Director of that orga-
nization since 1982 (detail attached). Pima County Adult Education is a totally
grants funded division of the Pima County Superintendent of Schools Office. We
have an array of partnerships that allow us to extend our services far beyond what
our funding would normally allow. Our partners include the City of Tucson, Pima
County Government, various local and state level human service providers and com-
munity-based organizations, school districts, Pima Community College and the Uni-
versity of Arizona, the local Head Start grantee, the Yaqui and Tohono O'odham In-
dian Nations, and 15 small and large business partners. In 1992, then Secretary of
Education Lamar Alexander recognized PCAE with the Secretary's Award as one of
the nation's ten finest Adult Education programs.

NATURE OF PROGRAMS

We serve close to 12,000 people a year through a variety of projects, just over
10,000 of those in our core adult basic education program. We also operate programs
for family literacy; refugee education and job placement; workplace education; a
charter alternative school for high risk dropout youth; vocational training; homeless
education; special education for adults with disabilities; intensive education for par-
ents on public assistance; and, literacy education for probationers.

FUNDING

We receive funding from state, local, federal and private sources, rejustifying our
organizational existence from year to year in a highly competitive grants environ-
ment. Our funding sources include the National I.iteracy Act of 1991 (Pl. 102-73);
Carl Perkins; JTI'A; JOBS 20 funding for those on public assistance; business part-
ner contributions (including the Toyota Motor Corporation); the McKinney Act; Even
Start; the OMB' s Office or Refugee Resettlement, the Arizona Supreme Court and
many others.

The destabilizing impact of uncertain year-to-year grants funding makes it ex-
tremely difficult to plan long term to nwet the needs of adult learrairs and to de-
velop career paths for adult educators.
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ADULT EDUCATION ACT PROGRAM

As I speak, we have approximately 1,000 people on waiting lists to enter our core
adult basic education program (that number could easily double by the fall). The
core program, driven by federal funds from the National Literary Act and a cur-
rently required state match, provides literacy, GED preparation (General Education
DevelopmentHigh School Equivalency), English for Speakers of Other Languages
and citizenship instruction throughout urban and rural Pima County, Arizona (Pop-
ulation approximately 800,000). The remainder of my prepared remarks concern
this program as it relates to:

I. TI1E BENEFITS AND BEAUTIES OF OUR CURRENT DELIVERY SYSTEM

A. Responsiveness to Broad Diversity of NeedLinkage to Children
1.Our program serves adults whose needs challenge the narrow construct ofjob

readiness or workforce preparation. Many are already working and are making long-
term, difficult commitments to the acquisition of a high school equivalency diploma
andJor language learning. Some want to retain or advance in current positions.
Some want to speak the language their children are using. Some want to prepare
for job training or the community college. Some want credentials for a job. Some
want to fulfill the life-long desire to be literate. Some can come 2 hours a week. Oth-
ers can come for 25. We endeavor to accommodate them all as we meet them in
their real lives, not as those lives are so often narrowly described in policy docu-
ments.

2. The link between a child's potential for educational success and the educational
level of his/her parents, in particular the mother, is indisputable, Adult Education
programs working with parents, especially in family literacy partnerships with
schools and early childhood education providers are helping to positively transform
the futures of families and communities throughout the country.

B. Cost Effectiveness, Accountability, Impact, the Volunteer Myth and Pressure Re-
lief for K-12

1. The current cost of the program per student is $150.00 per ovar. By comparison,
the tax subsidized education of a student at the University of Arizona is $7,000.00
per year; of a community college student, $3,000.00 per year, a person in job train-
ing, typically $4,000.00 per year. An apples and oranges comparison? Perhaps. But
the fact of the matter remains that there are masses of people grouped at the bottom
of the "educational food chain" that cannot get a seat in a classroom, while seats
often go begging in much more generously funded sectors. Ironically, the people who
can't get a scat are the poor, whom America so desperately wants to achieve inde-
pendence.

2. Quality of instruction is hurt by inadequate or poorly structured funding (head
count vs. hourly count, for example). This relates to issues of accountability. Why
is it that a program expending $150.00 per student per year is asked for more ac-
countability data on its instructional quality and impact than a program spending
$7,000.00? Inconsistencies notwithstanding, accountability must be forthcoming, but
demands for it. must be placed in context: a program that spends on average $5.00
per student per year on instructional materials does not have a lot left over for re-
search and longitudinal studies.

3. In FY 1993-94, 963 participants in the PCAE program received high school
equivalency diplomas. 1,026 entered other educational or training programs. 1,213
gained employment or job advancement. 2,947 completed the level of instruction
which thg entered. 2,315 moved to a higher level. Average number of hours spent
in the pM gram per student among those who continued beyond a six-hour orienta-
tion was 78 hours.

4. The myth that volunteers can respond to the nation's Adult Education needs
has done great harm to the national and local development of Adult Education. Vol-
unteers can supplement Adult Education efforts; they cannot supplant them. How is
it that we have come so easily to accept that volunteers with just ten hours of tutor
training are the appropriate response to educationally disadvantaged citizens with
some of the most complex learning difficulties in America, many of whom spent 12
years in K-12? Why is it that volunteerism has become an acceptable policy re-
sponse for adult basic education, but not for higher education? For K-12? For job
training programs?

5. Adult Education programs have become de facto alternative educational pro.
grams for youth leaving K-12 systems. In FY 1993-94, over 4,367 (43 percent) of
the 10,247 participants in the PCAE program were between the ages of 16 and 24.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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H REACTIONS TO THE POTENTIAL BIA)CK CHANTING OE ADULT EDUCATION WITH
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS (PERKINS, JTPA, ET AL ) AND ITS POTENTIAL IMPACT,

A Pohttcal Vulnerability
1. Persons served by adult basic education programs represent the most dtscon

nected political constituency in the United States. 'They are typically poor. They are,
by definition, educationally disadvantaged. They have little or no access to power
and policymaking. They and the marginalized programs that serve their needs can-
not compete with the entrenched, far more powerful interests such as K-12, commu-
nity colleges and job training systems which will overwhelm them in the wicked
struggle sure to ensue for possession of a reduced pot of block-granted funds. Adult
Education, if block granted, will represent by far the smallest fraction of the pot,
yet it demonstrates the greatest documented need through the recent NALS (14a-
tional Adult Literacy Surve,y) study and nationwide waiting lists. This is a "perverse
inverse" common to Adult Education.

2. The short-term political objectives which often impel governors and their offices
are programmatic or fiscal stability and the long term needs of Adult Education
learners. Persons needing Adult Education will not be well served if Adult Edu-
cation funds are block granted to the governors. Adult Education funds properly be-
long with state education agencies.

3. If Adult Education survives the internecine struggle for block grant funds at
all, it will in all likelihood have a subordinated, tackedon role to quota- and com-
petency-driven, time-limited job training programs. This will effectively eliminate the
participation of millions.

iii. the role of federal legislation in improving the delivery
of adult education
A. Protection and Funding
1. The federal government must protect the availability of Adult Education for mil-

lions of Americans who are struggling to improve themselves, their families and
their communities. Dedicated federal funding must be the engine that drives na-
tional Adult Education and literacy systems.

B. Partnership Incentives
1. The federal government should encourage, without being prescriptive, partner-

ship formation in order to maximize existing and future resources. Demonstrated
partnership effectiveness at the state level should be rewarded with funding incen-
tives. A current example is the irreplaceable federal maintenance of effort require-
ment for Adult Education, which has resulted in a dollar for dollar match in Ari-
zona.

C. Build the Field, Enable the Local Provider
1. The documented current and projected future needs for a strong, ,-ationwide

Adult Education pregram are profound. The economic and social implications of not
responding are fnghtening. Th federal government should use incentives to encour-
age attempts to build and enhanw the quantitative and qualitative capacity of Adult
Education. Adult Education programs staffed by volunteers and part timers that
exist as an afterthought on the peripheries of other institutions with different and
often conflicting missions constitute a wholly inadequate response. Establish legisla-
tion that moves funding and program decision making as close as possible to the
local providers of Adult Education.

I). Recognize the Distinctive Aspects of Adult Education, and provide Enabling
Legislation

1. Adult Education and Job training fulfill vastly different functions, yet they can
and do serve each other and should continue to do so. Joining them at the hip, how-
ever, diminishes the effectiveness and purposes of both. Placement-driven, quick-fix
job training programs are not the appropriate venue for addressing serious edu-
cational disadvantage. Doing so is unfair to the trainee and puts an unfair burden
on the training entity. Adult Education programs responding to a multiplicity of
needs often cannot provide the level of time-compressed, intensified instruction re-
quired by those in job training. lk-rsons lacking the basic academic and/or language
skills necessary for training to be effective should be referred to intensive Adult
Education programs until they are training ready. Enabling legislation should redi-
rect resew:yes to Adult Education, resources which are currently dispersed through
other federal programs that support basic skills instruction but which do not have
Adult Educatinn as tlwir primary mission.

IV. REACTIONS TO TIIE PROPOSED WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT A(T (WDA) OF 1995

A. The Workforce Emphasis is 7'oo Narrow
1. As previously staled, people who need and use Adult Education do so for a mul-

tiplicity of reasons (See section I.A. I above). The varied needs of students of Adult
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Education do not fit neatly into the category of workforce preparation. A workforce
emphasis will eliminate or restrict the participation of millions.

B. The Consolidation of Vocational and Adult Education into a Block Grant Is a
Mistake

1. As previously stated, vocational (job training) and Adult Education have dia-
tinct urposes and separate but related missions (See section III.D. 1 above). Even
thou 25 percent portion of the WDA is slated for state education agencies, the
like ood of politically marginalized (see section MAI) Adult Education programs
surviving a battle over a block-granted pot of reduced funds with powerful interests
such as IC-12, community colleges and others are slim to none.

C. A 'Workforce Development Partnership" and No National Adult Education?
1. No matter how well intended and "functionally integrated," the creation of this

narrow-focused employment bureaucracy will be the death knell for Adult Edu-
cation. That would be a great moral shame and practkal disaster for the nation.

Thank you again for having me here today. Good luck and Godspeed with the mo-
mentous decisions facing you.

PIMA COUNTY ADULT EDUCATION
130 West Congress. Room 540

Tucson. Arizona 85701
1520) 740-8695

Detail for May 19 Testimony
for Senate Subcommittee on Education. Arts and the Humamties

An Overview

pima County Adult Education (PCAE) has been providing adult education services to
TucsoniPima County communities since 1969. PCAE is a division of the Pima County

Superintendent of Schools Office. It is a grants-driven public educational agency with over

20 separate federal. state, local and corporate funding sources. In 1992. then Secretary of

Education Lamar Alexander selected PCAE for the Secretary's Award, recognizing it as one of

the ten finest adult education programs in the nation.

Diversity in population and geography mark the region served by the Pima County Adult

Education Program. Program sites are found in elementary and high schools, workplaces,

correctional facilities, community based organizations. on community college and university

campuses, in several urban learning centers. and on che Tohono O'Odham and Yaqui Indian
reservations. The program covers a geographic area larger than Rhode Island and Connecticut

combined, encompassing highly urban and distinctly rural areas.

The program currently serves over 12,000 people annually in all programs see Special Programs

following), slightly over 10.000 of them in a core program of literacy. GED (High School

Equivalency). English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL), and citizenship instruction.

PCAE currently maintains waiting lists of over 1.000 persons waiting for seats In the core

program. and that list is likely to double in the fall of 1995. Total budget for all programs is

approximately 53,000.000.

The Core Program

PCAE provides county-wide instruction in Adult Basic Education (ABE. 1st through 8th grade

level); English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL); GED (High School Equivalency); and

Citizenship. The target audience is adults 18 years of age and over who have less than a high

school education and who are out of school. Collaborative partnerships with local governments.

community-based organizations. Head Start, school districts, community college campuses, state

agencies and tribal governments have enabled a comprehensive and widespread presence in the

community.



The Core Enrollment (CHART)
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FY 1994

ABE 3.852 37.5%

GED 2.312 22.5%

ESOL 3.889 37.9%

OIT 221 2.1%

Total

The Core Student Hours (CHART)

10.274

Total Students Total Student Hours
Average Hours

per Student

ABE 3,352 201,534 . 52.3

GED 2.312 108,929 47.1

ESOL 3.889 280,471 72.1

Citizenship 221 3.469 15.7

1 TOTAL 10.274 594,403 57.9*

'When students who did not complete a six hour orientation are factored out, average hours
per student is 78.

The Ethnic Breakdown of the Core Program (CHART)

TOTAL

; PERCENT

Amencan 1 AS1/11 or

Indian . Pacific
. Islander

Blace not
Hispanic

Hispanic White ow
Hispanic

TOTAL 1

561 493 495 6.238 2.487 10.274

5% 5% 5% 61% 24% 100%

The Age Breakdown of the Core Program (CHART)

AGE GROUP 16-17 18-24 25-44 45-59 I 60 - TOTAL

TOTAL 1,016 3,351 4.851 375 181 10.274

PERCENT 10% 33% 47% 51% 2% 100%
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The Student Outcomes for the FY 1993-94 Core Program

963 participants received high school equivalency diplomas.
1,026 entered other educanonal or training programs.
1.213 gained employment or job advancement.
2,947 completed the level of instruction which they entered.
2.315 moved to a higher level.
Average number of hours spear in the program per student among those who continued
beyond a six hour orientation was 78 hours.

Funding Sources for the Core Program

Federal Adult Educarion Act; Arizona Department of Education; Pima County; City of
Tucson: United Way.

Special Programs

PCAE provides a variery of programs to meet the needs of special populations. Tbese include:

The RAISE Project, which provides adult education to adults with physical and mental
disabilities, operated in partnership with the Arizona Department of Developmental
Disabilities.

Funding Sources: AZ Department of Economic Security, Developmental Disabilities
Division; AZ Department of Education. Adult Education Division.

The Family Literacy Project, operates in partnership with Head Start and the Sunnyside.
Amphitheater and Tucson Unified School Districts in thirteen schools.

Funding Sources: Toyota Motor Corporation; Americorps/Nanonal Center for Family
Literacy; Tucson Community Foundation: Division of Adult Education. Arizona
Di,paranent of Education; the Sunnyside. Amphitheater and Tucson Unified School
Districts; Child/Parent Centers (Head Start) Inc.

The PCAE-Edge Cbarter School for out-of-school youth ages 14-21. provides alternative
education.

Funding Source: JTP A 8%; Serve America: AZ Juvenile Justice: AZ Department of
Education; Tucson Unified School District Pima County Juvenile Court.

The Adult Vocational Training Project (AVTP) provides computer/office skills training
to disadvantaged adults along with job search/placement assistance.

Funding Source: Arizona Department of Education. Vocational EduCation (Carl Perkins
and.JTPA 8%): Pima County; JTPA.
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The Refugee Education Project serves the educational and job development needs of
refugees from a variety of countries.

Funding Source: U.S. Health and Human Services/Office of Refugee Resettlement.
Arizona DES/Refugee Resettlement Program

The Homeless Education Project provides basic . denuc and life skills instruction to
homeless persons.

Funding Source: U.S. Department of Education. Stewart B. McKinney Act, funding
administered by the Arizona Department of Education. Division of Adult Education.

The JOBS Program serves parents receiving public assistance and operates in partnership
with the Arizona Department of Economic Security.

Funding Source: AZ Department of Education: Division of Adult Education (with funds
provided by the AZ Department of Economic Security).

The Workplace Education Project serves the educational needs of over 15 large and
small businesses and their employees.

Funding Source: The project has been partially funded through the United States
Department of Education and partially funded through fees-for-service. As of April. 1995
the Workplace Education Project will be a totally fee-for-service project.

The LEARN Literacy Project serves persons on probation and operates in partnership
with the Arizona Supreme Coutt.

Funding Snurce: Arizona Department of Education. Division of Adult Education: City of
Tucson: Arizona Supreme Court.
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PIMA COUNTY ADULT EDUCATION'S

HIGH EXPECTATIONS

NEWSLETTER APRIL 27, 1995

A STUDENT PROFILE OF COURAGE
By Tanya Currington

What's your definition of the word struggle?
Lima Prieto's is sunply "overcoming obstacles.'
and in her case, that's an understatement. As she
says. "Nothing was gwen to me, I've had to
fight every step of the way. "

Growing up in a home wall a myriad of brothers
and sisters, an absent father and a mother on
welfare, there were often umes when there
wasn't enough food to eat Although Lina's
mother was very loving and caring, she could not
always provide enough for her family. Una
remembers dining on lettuce sandwiches.
pretending they were 'mar hamburgers.

In 1963. stx-year-old Lina witnessed her older
brother's murder when he was shot by a
hornebov in front ot their Watts. L.A. home.

In 1969, in uninvited guest at a baby shower
given by Lina's mother fell from their second
4ory balcony and was left paralyzed from the
waist down. The next morning. Lina had to
scoop up the clotted blood from Me ground
below, using a yellow potato chip wrapper.

Then, one sunny afternoon on her way home
:tom school when she was just twelve. Luta
received devastating news. Her mother was
dying! She had been stabbed with a rusty
'matcher knife found behind a local meat market
bv her abusive boyfriend. She died of blood
potsoning one week later. In her mind. Lina can
still see the blood stains on the stairs. The
boyfriend served only a seven-year prison
sentence for his devastating crime that shattered
the family.

In 1975, Lina dropped out of htgh school, tried
drugs and had several boyfriends. although
avoided joining a gang.

Subsequently, she became pregnant with her first
son, later manied and had her second son and
was herself tn an abusive marriage in San
Antonio. Texas. Her self-esteem was at its
lowest potnt. After deciding to end her
tumultuous *marriage, she borrowed money to
purchase three airline tickets to Arizona. Lina
and her sons moved in with her sister here in
Tucson. She applied for AFDC and finally was
able to rent a tiny, one bedroom, roach-infested
aparanent of her own.

In September, 1992. she received help from low-
acome housing and moved into a cleaner

apartment. Soon after. she began GED classes
at El Rio. Feeling inadequate. she often felt like
giving up, but instead, gained confidence and
strength through the support and encouragement
of her teachers Marta Acevedo and Peggy
Altfater and an impromptu, in-class tutor session
with Greg Hart. who showed her kindness and
sensitivity. Lina persevered and earned her GED
in June, 1994.

Lina is now attenctuig Pirna Community College
full time, majoring in (guess what) Social
Welfare. She volunteers twice a week at El Rio,
helping GED students reach their goals. She n
also a member of the El Rio Site Committee,
involved in voter registration and shines IS a
strong communicator, expressing publicly the
concerns of the community and adult education.
There is no such thing as a "pan-time mother,
and Lina smgle-handedly raises her seventeen
and five-year-old sons. trundling values as an
impressive role model.

Through grief and adversity, most would give up
the 'struggle," becomutg bitter and angry. But
not a woman of this stature. Courageous,
strong, a fighter with sensitivity; we are so
proud of you, Lissa. You are an inspiration. We
thank you.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Tracy-Mumford.
Ms. TRACY-MUMFORD. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I would like to

extend greetings from Sandra Robinson, the State director of adult
education in Vermont, who could not be here today, but certainly
extends her appreciation to you for the support that you are giving
to adult education. And second, I would be remiss if I did not ac-
knowledge the many students who are here today to support their
programs, and the students who are here are here from multi
States.

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to be able to speak to you
today on an issue of critical importance to the field and to you.
Adult education's potential to affect multiple generations simulta-
neously is the value added of an adult education system.

Two powerful studies, the National Adult Literacy Survey, and
the RAND Institute, indicate that the single greatest factor and in-
fluence on a child's education is his or her parents' educational
level. Depending upon how you view the bottom line, either one-
fourth. or one-half of the population is without the foundation skills
that will be needed for the 21st century.

The message certain becomes clear: unless we educate adults to
be their children's first teacher, to participate in their respective
communities, and to enable them to secure and hold jobs, we will
not have a nation that will be globally competitive.

Delaware offers a comprehensive instructional system that does
address multiple purposes. Understanding the array of services ex-
plains the importance for States to have flexibility in addressing
their own unique needs.

Delaware invests more than $3.5 million annually, and a mainte-
nance of effort clause in the legislation guarantees this kind of
State support. Last year, 85 percent of the services were given to
students at the lowest educational level. Approximately 25 percent
were LEP students Half of our students were in fact employed.

Annually, our students say that they have multiple achievements
in the areas of educational gains, economic gains, family, and com-
munity outcomes. The annual rate of return of investment in Dela-
ware is $4.40 for each dollar spent.

To ekplain the broad-based adult education system and the re-
sults of our program, let me highlight several of the students who
are here today, and I will ask them to stand as I tell their stories.

Key la Pyne started in ESL, went to adult education, and com-
pleted her high school education in an adult high school program
in 1994, 6 years after she began. On graduation night, Key la told
the audience how important adult education was to her. She said,
"You see, I am the first person in my mother's family to ever grad-
uate from high school." Today Key la attends the University of
Delaware, works for a bank, and uses her bilingual schools. Her
son benefited from her participation in adult education because he
went to school ready to learn and speaking English.

Many students like Key la need extended time in an educational
program with continuity of services. Quick fixes do not work in
education.

I want to also acknowledge that Key la is here after working the
night shift from 11 to 7.
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A second student, James Harrison, is a graduate from George-
townthat is, Georgetown Correctional Institute, a State prison in
Georgetown, DE. His program was a partnership between State
agencies. He was a dropout, a drug user who found himself in pris-
on after a series of infractions with the law. He did avail himself
of adult education in prison and learned within the program .how
to take charge of his life. Today, James and his family are highly
respected members of the community, and he is the first person to
be granted a complete pardon. His pardon was granted in 1992,
and he attributes a great deal of that to the fact that he was able
to access adult education.

Senator JEFFORDS. Congratulations, James.
Ms. TRACY-MUMFORD. AbOutely. Not only does James have a

pardon, but he is a drug addiction counselor and a motivational
speaker to many students.

A single-focused job training program would not enable this type
of services to be presented.

Tina Blunt is a participant in Delaware's AFDC Teen Parent
Family Literacy Project, which is jointly funded through JTPA,
JOBS, and Adult Education. Tina, age 19, will be completing her
high school education this year, going to college next year, and
eventually opening a daycare facility. Her two children are receiv-
ing a healthy start because of the family literacy connection with
adult education.

As you look to authorization of an adult education block grant,
we feel that it would be very helpful to ensure that the system
sends the funds to a State education agency. And please, do not
allow the adult education funds to be in competition with the K
through 12 vocational funds; the results would be devastating for
adult education.

We also encourage yeti to look at a State funding formula that
holds harmless a clause to protect small States like Vermont and
Delaware, which would lose a tremendous amount of money with-
out that hold-harmless clause.

We encourage you to also institutionalize collaboration across
Federal legislative initiatives. Through collaboration, great things
can occur, and these students today attest to the great things that
can happen. The students highlighted are not sensational exam-
ples; they are our typical examples, and each typical example is,
for each student, a sensational outcome.

We also ask that you do look for accountability in performance,
that we support professional development networks to build the ca-
pacity of adult educators, and that there also be a clear definition
for a national leadership role, because we do need leadership at the
national level.

In conclusion, Congressional action can in fact have a profound
impact on the future of adult education and the future of America.
We in adult education look forward to being full partners with Con-
gress in making this pprofound impact possible.

Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
IThe prepared statement of Ms. Tracy-Mumford follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRAN TRACY-MUMFORD

I sincerely appreciate this opportunity to speak before you today on issues of criti-
cal importance to both Congress and the field of adult education. Adult education
plays a major role in establishing a solid educational foundation that will strength-
en our nation's families, communities, and economy. As the State Director of Adult
Education in Delaware. Even Start Coordinator and current Chair of the National
Council of State Directors of Adult Education, I witness this impact daily.

Adult education's potential to affect multiple generations simultaneously is the
value added of the adult education system. Two powerful studies confirm the impor-
tance of this intergenerational connection, the National Adult Literacy Survey (U.S.
Department of Education, 1993) and Student Achievement and the Changing Amer-
ican Family (Hand Institute, 1994). Both indicate the single greatest influence on
a child's education is the parent's educational level. The predictability factor of this
link for undereducated parents is alarmingly accurate as a proxy for a child's edu-
cational attainment level. Depending on how you view the bottom line, one-fourth
to one-half of our nation's population are without the foundation skills for the 21st
century. The message becomes clear, unless we educate adults to be their child's
first teacher, participate in their respective communities, and secure/hold jobs, we
will not have a nation that is globally competitive.

OVERVIEW OF ADULT LITERACY SERVICES IN DELAWARE

Adult Education in Delaware offers a comprehensive instructional system in basic
education (for students with skills less than an 8th grade level), adult secondary
education and English As A Second Language. There are additional areas of service
that foster family literacy, homeless adult education, workplace literacy, and Gate-
way programs for public housing. Understanding this array of services explains the
importance of states having flexibility to address their unique needs.

Delaware invests with the federal government in adult education, spending more
than $3.5 million state dollars for adult basic education, adult secondary education,
workplace education and family literacy. Last year in Delaware, 85 percent of the
services were provided to adults with less than 8th grade level skills. Approximately
25 percent of the students weiv limited English. proficient and 33 percent were 24
years of age or younger. Fifty-one percent of the students were employed, 80 percent
economically disadvantaged, 22 percent on public assistance, and 10 percent incar-
cerated or institutionalized.

Our adult education program is offered in a variety of settings ranging from
schools to Head Start facilities, libraries, social service centers, workplaces, public
housing projects, prisons and even church basements. The average number of stu-
dent contact hours is close to 100 hours annually. Most instructional staff is part
time and composed of paid professionals and volunteer tutors. Volunteer programs
represent 21 percent of the programs in the state. A State Literacy Resource Center,
funded under Section 353 and created in 1987 four years before the National Lit-
eracy Act of 1991 created state literacy resource centers, provides training and pro-
gram information to teachers and local programs.

BENEFITS OF ADULT EDUCATION

The annual performance of our adult education program indicates that 36 percent
of the students completed a program level (i.e., beginning, intermediate or advanced
ESIlsecondary education), 60 percent of those who entered a GED program com-
pleted and another 32 percent graduated from the adult high school, 11 percent
gained employment (returning to the state an annual investment of $4.40 dollars
for each dollar spent). Statewide 1 out of every 7 high school diplomas issued went
to an adult student.

To explain the importance of a broad-based adult education delivery system, let
me highlight several students (each of whom, I will add, would not be served in an
adult education system that st.lely focused on education for job training). These stu-
dents typify the broad range of students we serve and the importanm of ensuring
a broad range of service delivery.

Kcyla Pyne, a 6-year student in adult education utilized ESL, ABE and ASE serv-
iCe3, came to this country speaking little English. She started in ESL, went to basic
education classes, then completed her high school education at the adult high school
program. On graduation night, Keyla received a standing ovation from more than
1,000 people in the audience who heard her say with pride, "Groves High School
ladult educationl made my drvam come true. You see, I am the first person in my
mother's family to graduate from high school. America is the land where dreams
come true." Today, Feyla attends the University of Delaware and works for a banli
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where she uses her bilingual skills. Her son benefited from her participation in
adult education. He went to school ready to learn and speaking English because his
mother learned to speak English.. Many students, like Key la, need extended time
in an educational program with continuity of services. Quick fixes do not work in
educational development.

A second student, James Harrison, is a graduate from Georgetown; that is, Sussex
Correctional Institution, a state prison, in Georgetown, DE. His program combined
the comprehensive services of adult education through a partnership between state
agencies. Before graduating, James' life was anything but perfect. He was a school
dropout and drug user who found himself in prison after a series of infractions of
the law. He availed himself of adult education while in prison and learned through
the program he had choices and how to take charge of his life. Today, James and
his family are highly respected members of the community and he has been granted
a complete pardon from the Governor. James works as a drug addiction counselor
and a motivational speaker to inmates, potential dropouts, and adult education stu-
dents. A job training program would not offer this type of service to inmates.

Even Start is another collaborative partnership with adult education. Adult Edu-
cation program funds are used for the parent's education component. Lisa Hayman,
a single parent, is a fornier Even Start participant. She and her son, Brandon, at-
tended together. When she came to Even Start, she was unemployed. Today, she
is a peer model in the Even Start program and a Child Care Aide. After she earns
her GED, she will attend college for a Child Development Assistant Certificate. She
intends to operate her own Day Care program. Even Start helped her obtain full
time employment, sort out her career path and become a better parent for Brandon.
Brandon, an 11 year old, is an A/B student because of the skills his mom gained
in Even Start and Adult Education.

Another important component of our program is to provide program services for
JTPA clients. Six percent (6 percent) of our students enroll in job training from
adult education or are referred to adult education prior to receiving job training due
to skill deficiencies. These adults receive job specific basic skills. I assure you these
students are vitally important to the program, but they do represent a small per-
centage of the total program.

JOBS clients are integrated into Even Start/adult education collaborative pro-
grams or placed in any of the existing programs throughout the state. One special
project, AFDC Teen Parent Family Literacy, is jointly funded by JTPA, JOBS and
Adult Education. This project, that serves 30 families annually, is having a tremen-
dous impact on teen families. Teen parents are graduating from high school with
solid career plans, enrolling in college and establishing a nurcuring environment for
their children to grow and develop.

Delaware stakeholders in adult education and other state agencies have worked
together to guarantee an effective system. Educational teams of Early Childhood,
Title I Special Education, Adult Education, and Even Start work closely to ensure
integration of program services. Across agencies, through the Interagency Council
on Adult (and Family) Literacy, the Department of Public Instruction, the Delaware
Economic Development Office, the Office of Public Housing, the Department of
Labor and the Department of Social Services have written Agreements of Under-
standing that strengthen families and service delivery. Factors, such as different fis-
cal year starling and ending dates, unlike performance measures, restrictions on the
use of funds and other barriers have inhibited Delaware's mllaborations. We have
prevailed despite these obstacles because we believe in the underlying premise to
comprehensive, hdistic, coordinated delivery of services.

THE IMPACT OF CREATING A SINGLE FUNDING STREAM FOR JOB TRAINING, ADULT AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

As Congress moves forward with the authorization of adult education legislation,
the opportunity exists for a system to be created that will leave an indelible stamp
on adults and their families as Well as the economy. Congress has the opportunity
to ensure an infrastructure for adult education that includes multiple purposes.

A single economic focus substantially restricts states to the type of servicvs that
can be offered and the students who can be served. Job training is a narrow focus
and prevents serving the adult's full range of life roles and responsibilities. The
Workforce Development Act appears to be recreating the current JTPA program. It
eliminates 47 percent or more of Delaware's students. With a job training focus, it
is not possible to offer family literacy or participate in school reformschool readi-
ness or dropout prevention efforts.
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SVRUCTURING FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO IMPROVE FEDERAL, grATE AND LOCAL EFFORTS
IN DELIVERING ADULT EDUCATION

In authorization, Adult Education consolidated with family literacy, library lit-
eracy, and education for jobs as a block grant, can be far-reaching into the 21st cen-
tury and constructed so that it ensures a system that will:

Consolidate fragmented adult education and literacy programs/services into one
act, clarify conflicting definitions, eliminate duplication of services and provide flexi-
bility in how states provide services.

Maintain adult education's strong educational identity by sending funds for
adult education to the State Education Agency.

Ensure that the funding formula has a hold harmless clause so that small
states such as Vermont and Delaware who receive minimum State grant allotment
do not suffer a severe financial loss. (The populations of the larger states can cause
considerable loss of funds to small states who have equal needs but considerably
fewer people.)

Assure an infrastructure for delivery of educational and support services.
Provide flexibility for service delivery to impact multiple purposes.
Institutionalize collaboration at the state and local levels with other federal pro-

grams such such as welfare reform, Head Start, school-to-work, Improving America's
School Act (Title 1, ESL, migrant and Even Start), Coals 2000, health care and job
training. Such linkages would support comprehensive statewide service by improv-
ing information about and access to programs and help students make transitions
to further education, training or employment.

Require accountability of the program's performance and impact with states set-
ting performance standards and reporting annually to the workforce development
council and the United States Department of Education.

Support professional development networks to build the capacity of adult edu-
cators.

Define the national leadership role to provide technical assistance, solid re-
search, and data collection through the Departinent. of Education and the National
Institute for Literacy, each being responsible for clearly defined functions.

Give direction without being prescriptive eliminating numerous set-asides for
delivery to specific populations. Legislation must focus investment where the need
is the greatest.

Include a state maintenance of effort clause. This protects programs against
funding fluctuation within the state and ensures continued state federal funding
partnership.

CONCLUSION

Federal and state level leadership is essential to the success of adult education
to provide intensity of service. An adult education program that includes family,
community and economic purposes will enable the American Dream to become a re-
ality for educational and economically disadvantaged families. Congressional action
will have a profound impact on the future of America. We, as adult educators, look
forward to being full partners with Congress in making this profound impact pos-
sible.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Stuck.
Mr. STUCK. Good morning, Senator Jeffords, Senator Pell.
I am a trainer, so I am going to go ahead and make use of some

charts this morning. I represent four hotels in Louisville, KYGalt
House, Galt House East, Executive Inn, and Executive Westwith
a workforce of up to 1,300 in peak season. We are totally privately
funded. It is a business venture that I and my associate, Ms. Nancy
Bodies, who is seated behind me here this morning, operate, with
several training programs, which I will highlight.

Let me give you some preliminary business philosophy of what
our organization represents. We are a hospitality organization, so
we deal in guest services as our main priority in order to make
profit and generate productivity. On the left, we have the company
vision statement, which states that. You can see buried in the com-
pany vision statement there something to the effect of quality
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standards and leading in guest services. Both of those require
training and education to accomplish that.

On the right is company values, and you will see buried in that,
as you read on through, evidence of training programs being con-
ducted for the workforce and also the idea that a career work envi-
ronment is what we want for all employees to stay on board and
be productive.

This chart indicates what we represent as our "We are Service"
philosophy. "We are Service" represents our hospitality and our
business operating philosophy, and it is composed of three major
componentsemployee relations, guest relations and training.

Obviously, employee relations means keeping the workforce
happy, making them want to be satisfactory in the job and stay
with us over the long-term. Guest relations is what we are in busi-
ness for, to make profit and stay productive. And training is re:
quire in both of those areas in order to accomplish that and make
the workforce very productive for us.

This chart shows the four training program areas that we oper-
ate in. My original title was "service training coordinator," but
since coming on board, we have recognized the fact that service
training alone does not get it. Technical skills, leadership skills and
general and continuing education are also required, and that is
why we now have a two-person training department to coordinate
and handle these areas.

I am responsible for managing, conceptualizing, analysis, design,
development and instructorship of all of these courses in these var-
ious areas, using external agencies, off-the-shelf products and so
forth, in order to accomplish these training goals and act as an ad-
visor to the senior management of the company. I will go into each
of these areas in the next chart.

This is the main focus of what I want to talk about here this
morning. Guest awareness is guest service, training, technical
skills, or what is required to be accomplished on the job.

Leadership is required, and what we mean is supervisory train-
ing, from front-line leadership rig'It up to senior management.

General education is the professional development which we
need in order to give people basic learning and assessing skills.

And finally, the issues area, I will talk about in detail. I will
refer you to guest awareness. Those are the areas that are re-
quired. A great deal of our workforce population that we get in the
door has not had much training or much experience in basic cour-
tesy, basic understanding of pride, self-value, and so forth, so we
are required to give them, as they come in the door as a new em-
ployee, orientation in all of those areas. You can see over on the
right that in order to do that, we had to train our current
workforce because this was a new program, so in the past 12 to 14
months, we have probably touched on almost 2,500 people in this
arena, talking about interpersonal skills, pride, self-worth, and
things of that nature.

Technical skills is ongoing all the time. We have probably any-
where from 100 to 150 different job areas ranging from food and
beverage, kitchen, service, stock. On the hotel side, they range from
front desk, maintenance, housekeeping, sales. And then we have an
entire security department on each of our properties. So we have
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quite a number of job-related areas, different jobs tasks, and so
forth, and all new employees and current employees receive re-
fresher training.

Leadership skills seems to be our biggest challenge right now.
We are finding that in the population that we are addressing, lead-
ership skills are very difficult to come by. We are talking about the
actual thinking skills, as you can see in the chartcommunication,
problem-solving, basic thinking and thought process, and the abil-
ity to interface on a courteous level, on a level that will motivate
and affect people.

General education-wise, we have an education center that oper-
ates once a week and address the particular areas of learning
thinking skills, reading, math, reading comprehension, writing, and
communication skills, both verbal and nonverbal.

We also provide advisory roles to' people who are interested in
continuing their college education or technical school education,
and we make use of what we call the educational opportunities cen-
ter, which is a federally-funded operation in Louisville, to come out
and provide advice to people in terms of financial aid and where
they might go for advanced education.

Let me address the issues, because those seem to be the most
critical to us. What can we do, what do we need at our level in the
private business arena?

We are totally unfunded by any Federal-State grants. We do
make use )f the educational opportunities center. We prepare for
the GED and going for GED testing and that sort of thing.

We have problems with learning to learn skills, we have prob-
lems with basic reading comprehension, we have problems with
thinking, we have problems with English as a second language.
With English as a second language, we have had several opportuni-
ties where we could have used on-site instructorship both last sum-
mer, with the Vietnamese, and this particular summer probably
with some Spanish-speaking employees.

What this means to us is the following, and you can look at the
chart where it says "cause and effect." We are all going to continue
to suffer from a shrinking workforce. We are all going to continue
to experience an older employee workforce. Our original entry-level
employees were age 16 to 24; now, we are starting to see entry-
level employees ranging from 25 to 55 years old.

In the State of Kentucky, we have the Kentucky Education Re-
form Act which has been put into effect, and that is supposed to
help the primary and secondary education levels, and we appre-
ciate that, but the kinds of people we are getting in the door have
suffered from poor public education, and we are faced with these
problems.

Lack of basic education skills seems to be the big thing. Popu-
lation diversitywe are going to have to appeal for entry-level po-
sitions. We are going to have to continue to appeal to people who
are not well-schooled in the English language, and we are going to
need to prepare them for that. And finallyamong senior manage-
ment, we discussed this potential yesterday or the day beforewith
the possibility of welfare reform, our situation is going to continue
to get worse, because we are liable to get people off of the welfare
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rolls who are ill-prepared to come to work, so we are going to be
facing even more of the same problems.

In conclusion, this is what the private businessman faces. We
originally said get the job done, make a profit, be productive and
make a profit margin for the owner. We are now having to evolve
into doing all that, but having to balance all the factors that you
see up there on the chartguest service, communication, leader-
ship, employee relations skillsretain as many employees and
keep us from having a 100-plus employee turnover rateand we
also have to prepare people for technical skills on the job, because
even though we address unskilled labor, we are required to train
them, and many of them acquire very highly technical skills while
they are on the job with us.

Facing all this, training and education has to shoulder the bur-
den within our organization to address all of these areas. So pri-
vate business could use some help in this arena. We would like to
see either tax breaks or funding grants to able us to at least ad-
dress the areas of general and adUlt education so that we can go
ahead and have these GED and self-improvement/professional de-
velopment classes on a regular basis, on property, with a hired or
contracted instructor, that we would know could run on a daily
basis and address the skills that we need, and actually schedule
people on the job during their particular shifts to come in for an
hour to be trained in these areas on a continuity basis. Right now,
it is kind of hit-or-miss, and it is based on people's voluntary inter-
ests to professional develop themselves. We would like to have
something that we can go ahead and schedule on a regular basis.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Stuck.
1The prepared statement of Mr. Stuck follows:1
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WRITTEN TESTIMONIAL STATEMENT PROVIDED BY JOHN W. STUCK ON KAY 19, 1995,
TO U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES;

THE HONORABLE JAMES M. JEFFORDS, CHAIRMAN

The Home Supply Company of Louisville, Kentucky was founded as

a construction firm. The Company built and currently operates four hotels

within the City of Louisville. The Galt House and Galt House East Hotels

comprising 1200 rooms, opened in 1972 and 1985 respectively, are located

downtown overlooking the Ohio River. The Executive Inn and Executive West

Hotels with 1100 room, opened in 1963 and 1975 respectively, are located

adjacent the Kentucky State Fairgrounds near the Airport.

Each hotel operates as an independently managed property the

exception of the Galt House and Galt House East, which are operated as

one property. Each property is divided into a Hotel Division and a Food

i Beverage Division headed by a senior executive. Hotel Division and

Food S, Beverage Senior Executives report independently to the Company

General Manager.

The four hotels employ up to 1300 personnel during peak business

periods. The following table illustrates average staff distribution:

Hotel Division Food Beverage Division

Galt House and 300 300
Galt House East

Executive :nn 130 110

Executive West 150 150

The Security, Central Accounting, Personnel, and Training Departments

compose approximately another 100 personnel.

The Galt House, Galt House East, Executive :nn, and Executive west

Hotels are leading representatives of the Hospitality Industry within

the City of Louisville, the State of Kentucky, and the Southeastern Region

of the United States.

The major focus of any hospitality business is to provide excellent

guest service in order to be productive and competitive. To promote the

idea of friendly and caring guest service all four hotels have adopted

the Company "WE ARE SERVICE" Business Philosophy and Motto in all facets

of their operations. For eXaMple, the Motto appears on staff name tags,

on hotel stationary, and on all hospitality literature.
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The WE ARE SERVICE Philosophy focuses in on how staff internal

working relationships directly effect the outcome of external quest

service.

The goal of WE ARE SERVICE is to maintain a healthy working

environment where "WE (the staff) REALLY CARE" about each other,

and as a result "WE ARE TERY SERVICE-ORIENTED" towards our guests.

All employees (frontline to management) should understand the

toncept that improving ;ob-site working relationships will lead to

better individual Job satisfaction, and ultimately generate stronger

work force quest service attitudes.

As a further example of the Galt House, Galt House East, Executive

:nn, and Executive West zommitment to the hign quality guest service,

the Company published the Vision Statement listed below to identify

the Organization's Top Priority Goal and how to achieve it.

wE ARE SERVICE
COMPANY VISICN STATEMENT

GUEST SATISFACTION ,5 OUR NUMBER ONE .RICRITY.

NE SHALL-

SET CuALITY STANDARDS :N AccokoAccAtoNs ANo

'coo a BEVERAGE /MICH CAN Nor 96 NATCHED.

AND

LAA0 THE "OTEL ANO JESTAURANT 'NOUSTRV

MTN CARING GUEST-ORIENTED SERvICE

The gait House, Galt House East, Executive :nn, and Executive West

are also operated Ln :ine with the Company Values lister' oelow:

WE ARE SERVICE
COMPANY AI.L.E

SLE-111S1.4.

I ¶ItAIN4 Pc. At. fl 11,1.10. CUM', T1
, O ^YTS IMP44317.1M0 141WORK

NIIA:50 SCUMS SUSIN1133 444cAGE1411141. 3103104C.

TUSCSCHSI 4405513IVII.ARKIMN0 s 144/1 4N00.44.3.

53N,INNO COMININIMSTII 111PI.OTEC TRAINC.O.

MAINTAmma 111411.0TVII SlANOMIC111 PON
OCACORMANCI 4 11114NI0IL

RemriF sSIR rcollt "ASIL TsPATUINT Tr. ^T..%
S01411. 44.0432.1tN 450/C11 ISCAIMICArICN Alit

TO +CIL SILIL Mitt 4111.1505. 30 011.4111411, TM:. SC
.C41111ATC0 *COY WAISTS 450/05 051.1.0. EMP1.0,1111

,.;=.7gL7,==.::=7="==,

Cs "Hs 1 "SLOANE 444 11.043.10 IC.

:he balues provide the staff with a clear understanding of ..nat they

:an expect from the Zompany they worx for. Training, perfcxmance

standar:1s. and :arver are ail orominent:y aadressea to LaentIty

the :omoany's :ommitment to educatIonal and profess:.onal leveLopment.

J k.; :Jr" U ;LW 7 9
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The WE ARE SERVICE Philosophy is composed of three ma3or components.

The diagram below identifies the components, and illustrates training's

part in the successful pursuit of guest relations and employee relations.
c

:

4.

The company vision and Values are seen as our professional commitment

and are the heart the WE ARE SERVICE Philosophy.

Employee Relations is defined as the Management - Staff commitment to

making company employment a satisfying experience. Satisfying employment

involves the quality of the work environment, motivation and incentives to

encourage productivity, and the effectiveness of work force communication.

Guest Relations is the Management - Staff commitment to progressive

long-tern growth. This means the Company works toward maintaining and

improving Hotel and Food & Beverage property and equipment, as well as

actively expanding the level of guest service.

Training is defined as the Management - Supervisory rommitment to

educating and qualifying all staff members in Sliest Awareness skills.

Technical skills, leadership skills, and fostering General and Continuing

Education development. The bottom line is training is A tool to promote

rareer work environment.

There are four specific training programs associated with :he

wE ARE .1:ERV:CE Philosopny as identified oelow:

; ....

- 'I.. '...
I
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Guest Awareness Training addresses interpersonal working skills,

such as: self-confidence, positive outlook, Internal and external guest

courtesy, and effective communication. This training program focuses on

improving ,z,b site relationships as the vehicle to strengthening staff

guest service attitudes.

Technical Skills Training is defined as hands-on :ob performance'

training. These training programs focus on providing the Guest with

consistent quality products, such as clean room and food service

excellence which exceeds a guest's level of expectation.

Leadership Skills Training includes basic, intermediate, and

advanced supervisory skills which if employed properly will improve

the consistency of employee relations and guest service'.

General and Continuing Education reflects the Company's commitment

to improving individual employee basic learning, creative thinking,

reading comprenension, writing capability, and math skills. The

program is presented through a work site adult education renter. It

provides a voluntary opportunity for employees to Improve themselves

academically either by working toward passing the General Educational

Development (G.E.D.; Test, or by encouraging them to pursuit a college

or technical school educational option.

At this point, a series of specific adult educational Issues will be

Iddressea as tney relate to tne Galt House, Galt House East, Executive

:nn, and Executive west work force.

:ssue 1 - what Tyne of Training and Educational Services are Provlaed

Ind to whom and How Do ?articipants Become :nvolved ?

The following data reflects the amount of annual training emphasis

which is focused to ecucate tne work force to oe successful in their :ohs,

and as a result make the ousiness productive ano profitable.

1:00 personnel _n our current work force received four hours of

guest awareness training skills.

Over 1200 new employees receiveo three hours cf guest awareness

training skills in ron]unction with the tew Employee rientation Program.

The large total receiving Tuest awareness training reflects the

nign employee turnover the Hospitality :ndustry experiences.

I
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All members of the work force receive a form of technical skills

training when they enter their assigned )(lb site as a new employee. The

amount and type training they receive is directly related to how complex

the Job is, ahd how much available time exists on the work schedule.

Approximately 300 supervisors and supervisor candidates received

refresher and skill enhancement training over the past year. These

training seminars were presented in a series two hour or seven hour

in duration leadership training sessions.

The Company Education Center as it exists today evolved from a

series of classes that were taught beginning In :990. The Louisville

:ommunity Foundation received a grant from the Ford Foundation to develop

a model/pilot work site educational program.

The Galt House and Galt House East were one of the five local

ousinesses selected to be part of this pilot program.

Participating instructors at the Galt House used a 1988 - 1989 D.E.

Department of Labor - American Society for Training Development study as

the basis for training. This stuoy cited key skills which employers want

their employees to have. These skills are the ability to learn, reading

:omprehension, writing, math, communication, the ability to exercise

:reative thinking, the ability to Set goals, being anle to work on a

team, and the ability to develop leadership skills.

Materials from the work place were and are still ised 3S teacning

tools. Emphasis is placed on competency-based instruction where the

:kll:s an employee Learns can be applied cirectly to tne :ob as well

as for their personal education needs.

The management af tne Executive :nn and Executive west were

strongly committed to the original program and pieased with the

results. Nine employees received G.E.D. certificates auring the

first year which strengthened their morale and Increased self-confidence.

As a result. the Company hired one of the original Education Cent

:nstructors to continue the Program as a company benefit/incentive.

The present Education Center is open to any employee of the Executive

tnn and Executive West. The Center is a flexible facility where employees

are encouraged to participate by matching each hour of free time they

donate time with an hour ot company paid time. Employees who are not

able to 3ttend during normal Education Center hours are ;iven books and

t.raining material which ran be used for home study.

82 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Issue 2 - What 3oes Their Involvement Mean Economically to the

3usiness ? Guest Awareness Training is designed to develop employee

interpersonal skills, in order to interact successfully with co-workers

and the Hotel Guests. Guest Awareness topics include self-confidence,

pride, verbal and nonverbal communication, perception, the power of

observation. and personal stress control techniques. Applying these

skills aids the employee in providing quality guert service.

Employee retention is a key business and economic factor, which

relates directly to hospitality success. rhe shrinking and changing

work force of the 1990's dictates a need to retain and develop the

current on-hand staff Instead of repeatedly training new team members.

Louisville, KY, is one of the top twenty convention cities in the

country and our business must rely on conventions, meetings, and

conferences that rebook year after year. Repeat guest/group business

ensures that the Galt House, Galt House East, Executive Inn, and

Executive West Hotels remain financially secure.

The purpose of Technical Skills Training is to develop a skilled

and productive work force that provie '1 excellent quest service in an

efficient and economical manner.

Technically guaiified employees nnance the Guest's impression ef

rur hotel. and supports the Company's aim of encouraging repeat guest

eusiness.

The sW;ects covered in Leadership Skills Training lnclude leadership

fundamentals, communication, one-on-one counseling, meeting techniques,

proniem-soivine, conflict resolution, and employee relations actions.

The training exerclses and situations which are used are specific to

various ;co :Inas in tee Hotel.

Effectively trained lea_ers create a positive and productive :on

sltuatlnn, which demonstrates a Level of work fcrce care and concern,

reduces emplcyee stress, and minimizes empleyee turnover.

The Education Center mission ea to encourage employees to :continue

wItn personal learning goals. The Center strives to assist employees

4no nave tee desire to learn. Supervisors nave historIcally commented

tnat ..mployeea wno attend thc Education Center appear more confident and

.!xnloit enhanced seif-esteee. These positive self-image factors translate

.nto a ncre satistied .niployee, better communication oki!ls, and Increased

West vaarenese Inc luest 5OrvIce.

8 3
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:ssue 3 - Row Can Business be Encouraged to be :nvolved in Education.

Businesses are motivated to become involved in education because

tompanies do recognize changes in the workplace and work force. But,

the economic impact of providing quality educational programs with

qualified personnel is very difficult for the small to medium size

business.

The advantages of work site education are threefold:

The individual worker develops skills that can be applied to the

3ob as well as potentially improve their overall family situation.

Companies develop well-rounded employees with strong

tnterpersonal skills who are able to learn and adapt mote easily to

:hanging situations.

The nation gains a work force able to succeed in a competitive

international marketplace.

Traditional adult education programs are not always effective because

a typical entry level employee does not have the time, motivation, and

possibly transportation to attend classes at an adult education center.

The government can meet these needs by providing federal and/or state

grants that fund work site education. Grants provide for qualified

instructors to develop classes and train the work force.

Another business incentive would be an income tax credit if clearly

established adult education guidelines were met. Companies could hire

their own on-site educational instructors or contract with local or state

adult education agencies.

Funding for on-site English as a second language training Is another

)ption that may meet the needs of a growing segment of the work force.

:ssue 4 - What is Your Involvement with State and Local Agencies in

Delivering Adult Education Services ? Our company is involved with

local government agencies via the Executive Inn and Executive West

:ompany Education Canter.

Adult education students who are ready to take the G.E.D. test are

referred to the Jefferson County Schools Adult Education Center for

official testing.

Students with high school diplomas interested tn furthering their

education (either in college or technical school) are referred to the

Federa)ly funded (Department of Education) Education Opportunity

Canter. A .:ounselor from the Educationa: Opportunity Center makes

periodic on-site visits to encourage the continuing education process.
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Employees who express an interest in computer training are referred

to the Jefferson County Schools evening adult education class program.

In Conclusion - The challenge facing private companies today is

dealing with the reality of a shrinking work force of lE - 24 year olds

io traditionally were the main source of entry level employees. As a

result, the backbone of the Galt House, Galt House East, Executive Inn,

and Executive West work force is 25 - 55 year olds.

The combination of demographics and economic factors mean employers

are reaching into a less qualified labor pool in order to fill positions

The labor pool which is now being tapped does not necessarily possess

the learning, assessing, comprehension, and interpersonal skills required

to be successful in the job market of today.

A strong partnership between private business and the Government is

needed to ensure Adult Education remains a top priority. Emphasis on

adult education is a must for the available labor pool to continue to

grow and evolve into a productive work force.
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Senator JEFFORDS. All those bells ringing a minute ago are for
the vote I referred to, and they were very cooperative in allowing
all of you to finish your testimony.

Senator Pell, our ranking minority member, has an unavoidable
scheduling conflict, and may not be able to be with us this morn-
ing. With no ubjection, I would like his opening statement and an
article from the Providence Journal regarding the importance of
Adult Education placed in the hearing record.

I am very pleased that Senator Pell has joined me. He has been
a tremendous leader in education and has been my role model for
years. I think we will go over and vote and then come back, and
I hope we will have an opportunity to have some good questions.

Senator PELL. Mr. Chairman, may I make a statement?
Senator JEFFORDS. Yes, certainly. Senator Pell would like to say

a few words now.
Please, go right ahead.
Senator PEu. I have a very brief statement, and I thank the

chairman very much for putting my statement in the record. I
would ,just like to say how glad I am that we have the 10 percent
set-aside for adult education, and one percent in vocational ed for
those who are incarcerated, because one of our problems is the
problem of recidivism, and the best way of eliminating that is to
make sure that when people leave the correctional institutions,
they have some skills. So I hope that this emphasis continues. I
would like to see that 10 percent go up to 20, and I would like to
see the one percent go up to 2.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pell follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Mr. Chairman, to my mind, this is one of the more important
hearings we will have this year. To my mind, Adult Education is
truly the unsung hero of our many small, but important federal
education efforts.

To the mother struggling to get off welfare, adult education is
often the key. Better education brings a better job and the chance
for a productive life away from the welfare line.

To the immigrant seeking the full fruits of citizenship, adult edu-
cation is often the key. A better understanding of our government
and our rights produces a better citizen.

To the low-skilled, low-paid wage earner who may not know how
to read, write, and compute, adult education is often the key to a
better job. Improved literacy, whether on the job site or off, opens
the doors of opportunity for advancement.

Sadly, however, adult education today serves only one-half of all
those who seek its services. And, it has little, if any, wherewithal
to reach out to those who need help but may not know where to
turn.

It is critical that we reauthorize this program this year. It is
equally critical that we do so in a manner that not only preserves
this program but also enables it to more fully serve the adults who
need these services. To my mind, we ought to make sure this pro-
gram survives with the assurance that funds will flow to provide
the necessary services.
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I would also call attention to a recent Providence Journal article
by Sarah Gleason, a General Equivalency Degree teacher at Dorcas
F'lace in Providence. Dorcas F'lace provides important adult edu-
cation services in my home State's capital city, and I would ask
unanimous consent that Ms. Gleason's article be placed in the
hearing record.

8 7
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Senator JEFFORDS. We will be right back.
illecess.]
Senator JEFFORDS. I want to apologize for Senator Pell. Everyone

knows about Murphy's Law, that whatever bad is going to happen
will happen, but we have a rule in the Senate of inevitable commit-
ment disaster, that if you have two or three things that are ex-
tremely important to you, they will always occur on the same day,
at the same time, even though you have waited 3 months for each
of them to be gotten around to. So he is unable to be here.

First of all, I want to thank all of you again for very excellent
testimony. As you know, we are dealing with one of the most im-
portant problems this Nation faces, and that is how to improve the
lives and productivity of our citizens and our Nation as we move
into the next century, with very daunting problems with literacy.

Each of you gave an excellent statement, and I have asked Mr.
Harrison to join the other panelists at the witness table, because
he represents an area where this Nation has great need. We know
that in our institutions where people are incarcerated for violations
of the law, approximately 80 percent are school dropouts. So if we
are going to try to reduce the social costs and also increase our rev-
enues through productivity, we must ensure that everyone has an
opportunity to get out of the situation of facing life without edu-
cation. So I appreciate James joining us, and I will have some
questions for him a little later.

All of your testimony discusses in great detail how you deliver
services and how they are coordinated with both the public and pri-
vate sectors. As you know, this year, Congress is debating welfare
reform legislation. How will the implementation of welfare reform
impact adult education? How can the current delivery system be
changed to meet the probable increase in the number of students
who will be participating in adult education and essentially being
required to participate in adult education as they are going to be
required, basically, to find employment, and if you do not have the
adequate education, finding employment is almost impossible. So
how are we going to cope with that, or can we cope with that?

Mr. Hart.
Mr. HART. Chairman Jeffords, we have about 400 people on wel-

fare in our program currently. About 100 of them are served
through a contract we have with the Arizona Department of Eco-
nomic Security, using JOBS 20 funds. The other 300 or so are in
our core program, and they are referred there, and as a matter of
the contract that we have with the Department of Economic Secu-
rity, we maintain that level, that number of people, in our pro-
gram.

I think welfare reform will send more people to our program. The
likelihood that they will be sent without a funding stream to follow
them is probably relatively high; it. will place an additional burden
on our adult education providers. Oftentimes, it seems like we take
the most. serious, or at least, the most talked about problems in so-
cietyfor example, people in the criminal justice system, people on
welfareand we refer them to adult education programs because
we know that basic skills have a direct link to their proclivity to
be on some sort of social program or to be incarcerated, but no
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money follows them. So we have kind of' a perverse inverse, where
we know where the problem is, but it is the weakest link in the
chain.

Also, I wanted to tell you that referring and mandating people
into adult education programs changes the volitional aspect. Many
people come into adult education programs under their own voli-
tion. The people who are adjudicated there, who are mandated
there, and who may or may not want to be there, can and do
change the nature of adult education classrooms and programs.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Dr. East.
Mr. EAST. No one who comes to us wants to be on welfare, Sen-

ator. They do not want to live in projects. They want out. They are
desperately seeking some way out, and they have seen the glimmer
that education is about the only way they can do it. They do not
want to be on AFDC. They voluntarily come to our program.

The problem is that this year, the year ending June 30th, we will
have served 900 young adults. We have turned away 1,647 who
voluntarily came to our program, wanted in, wanted to break out
of this intergenerational cycle for them and their families, but we
do not have the funds to serve the ones who are coming now. If
there is another wave, I do not know how that is going to impact,
but obviously, there are lots of people out there who do not want
to be on welfare, who want to earn their way out and want to be
empowered to do that.

Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Tracy-Mumford.
Ms. TRAcv-Mumrolm. I would add also that the idea of 2 years

for education is not sufficient, and unless that foundation is there,
holding a meaningful job is not going to be possible.

Collaboration is certainly an excellent way for the services to be
delivered. Many States have written agreements of understanding
right now between adult education programs and welfare pro-
grams, the JOBS program, to deliver services.

I spoke earlier of our AFDC teen parent program. We are looking
at ways that we can merge some funding streams. But again, as
Greg Hart pointed out, if the funding does not come with it, that
is going to put an additional burden on adult education. Right now
in the State of Delaware, we have a waiting list. Not only does
Delaware have a waiting list, but most States do have waiting lists,
some of them up to 2 years.

When we have this kind of' situation, the AFDC clients need to
be served, which then shuts the door to the community folks who
are coming in as volunteer learners. They need the services as
much as the welfare recipients. So it is a big challenge and one
that does not have an easy answer.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Stuck.
Mr. STUCK. We have a relatively interesting difference here. I be-

lieve we are talking with some State and local agencies and so
forth. We are putting people to work. We take people off the wel-
fare rolls or whatever, and we are putting them to work, with the
exception that we will not hire anybody with a criminal record
which would prevent us from being able to have them work in a
position of trust and confidence within our particular organizations.
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So the hospitality service industry has characteristically taken
people in who are unskilled and have the greatest adult education
needs. In that regard, that is why we do have a need for basic
adult education skills training within our job sites.

For those who want to go ahead and progress, they will use us
as a stepping stone, and that has happened quite often. Once they
get some basic skills, they move up to some other job, some other
industry, some other segment of the economy. But we continue to
have those who will only ever work in our particular segment of
business, and we need to be able to improve their skills. So our
greatest need, once again, is basic adult education skills. The great-
est bulk of people that we employ are from the segment of the pop-
ulation that we would determine to be unskilled and have an adult
education need.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Hart.
Mr. HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to reiterate something that Dr. Tracy-Mumford

said, because I think it is a critical point. Almost all the time,
working with people with serious educational disadvantage is not
a short-term proposition. And for people to be referred into an edu-
cational classroom as part of their welfare reform package, and to
expect someone who is not reading, or who is reading at a very low
level, or not speaking English, to acquire the basic skills for job
readiness in 3 or 4 months is an absurdity.

Also, we oftentimes get people who have dropped out of high
school at 11th or 12th grade. They come into our program, and the
expectation, perhaps, of the referring entity is can we get them
ready in 4 months. I look at the referring entity and ask, Why do
you expect us to get them ready in 4 months, when K through 12
could not get them ready in 12 years?

Senator JEFFORDS. I guess my concern, which you are basically
addressing, is that if the law does require that participants do all
that is necessary to be able to be employed at the end of their con-
tract, or whatever period of time, that the system is going to be
flooded with the rolls of people who are already waiting, and that
there will probably be some sort of prioritization that you have got
to serve those on welfare first, which would probably mean there
would not be access to anybody else. Is that a realistic problem or
fear?

MS. TRACY-MUMFORD. That is realistic. As a matter of fact, I did
a calculation of what that would mean for Delaware, and that
would leave, in terms of open spaces for the community, less than
25 percent.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Hart.
Mr. lima. Mr. Chairman, I believe it is an accurate assessment,

and I think it is also related to the potential block granting, or the
definition of the program as a pure workforce preparation program.
Millions of people who come in for other reasons will be locked out,
waiting in the street for their seats.

Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. East.
Mr. EAST. Mr. Chairman, the only problem I have with JTPA is

that it starts with a "J." Most of the people who come to us are
far away from being ready to be prepared for a job. They need a
lot of basic skills, learning of life and coping skills, and what is
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going to get them fired on a jobthese kinds of basic things, many
of which we learned at home.

We teach the Yellow Pages, Senator. None of the students who
come to us have ever had the Yellow Pages in their homes, and it
is like a miracle book when they all of a sudden understand that
the companies in the field they re interested in are all in a row,
in one place, alphabetically. It is like magic.

But you have to compensate for a lot of deprivation. We work
with inner-city youth, and they are all economically disadvantaged.
So these skills are needed before you get to a job preparation
phase. The private industry council sends us a lot of people who
have tested to go into vocational training programs, specific job
skill programs, and they did not score 7th grade level. We find that
some of those are high school graduates who could not score 7th
grade level. Most of the students who come to us on average drop
out between the 9th and 10th grades, and the average score about
5th or 6th grade on their skills. So they are far behind even being
at the point to begin to get into job-specific training programs.

Senator JEFFORDS. Is a significant percentage young adult
males?

Mr. EAST. In our program, we are about 60 percent female.
Senator JEFFORDS. So about 40 percent male?
Mr. EAST. About 40 percent male. We do have a family literacy

program, an intergenerational model, funded through the National
Center for Family Literacy, with early childhood education for the
kids and GED preparation for the moms. We find that the women
do not want to be on welfare. They do not want to live in the
projects.

Senator JEFFORDS. My point in asking that is that again, if you
get back to welfare, most of the welfare recipients are women,
which will mean that you will be shutting out opportunities for
male adults, which brings me to James Harrison.

James, you have a wonderful story, and it is a story that needs
to be replicated. As I pointed out, incarceration records show that
about 80 percent of those who are incarcerated are school dropouts,
which means that if we are not going to have the recidivism that
Senator Pell mentioned, we have to provide educational opportuni-
ties.

I think there is an increase in this budget of $27 billion to build
more jails, to put more police on the streets, and to lock more peo-
ple up. I have seen no increase in educational funding for incarcer-
ated prisonersin fact, no attempt to increase these funds. The
idea of giving a Pell Grant to an incarcerated individual just makes
people upset. I happen to believe the opposite, that we have to do
that.

From your own experience, generalizing about others with whom
you had an opportunity to associate at the time you were incarcer-
ated, what kind of opportunities did you have and did they have?
You obviously succeeded, but what was available to you, and did
these opportunities make a difference in the period of time in
which you were incarcerated?

Mr. HARRISON. Senator, I received a 10-year sentence for traffick-
ing in heroin in 1986, and at the time, I had completed approxi-
mately 11th grade. So I did not have any real marketable skills.
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And when you looked at the prison population, basically everybody
was in that same situation-9th, 10th, 11th grade dropoutsdoing
a significant amount of time, primarily drug-related.

For myself, I saw that the only thing I had to offer society and
the community that I came out of was my ability to sell drugs, com-
mit crimes, and things of that nature.

I think the GED that I acquired, approximately 6 months after
my incarceration, and then later my high school diploma, was the
first time that I was able to offer an employer anythingyou men-
tioned at one point the benefits of having a GED and a high school
diploma, and that employers feel that that is worthwhile. Well, my
current employer actually hired me with just a high school di-
ploma, and today, I am a project director of a federally-funded
"weed and seed" project that has been a national model for their
work in the area of substance abuse.

If it weren't for the GED program and the high school diploma
program, I would be nowhere. In fact, I would have to resort back
to a life of crime, which would subsequently result in my
reincarceration.

We talk about the recidivism rate, and for people who acquire
their high school diplomaand this is just a guesstimate, because
I was not prepared to speak todaybut for persons without that
diploma, within the first year of release, there is an 80 percent
change that they will return. With the GED or the high school di-
ploma, that is cut approximately to 58 percent in the first year;
then the second year, it would go down to approximately 40 per-
cent.

So the longer an individual is out, the less likely he is to commit
a crime, provided he has the necessary, basic tools to get started.

I won a scholarship from Delaware State University for recover-
ing addicts, but one of the prerequisites for applying for that schol-
arship was that the person have at least a minimum of a high
school diploma. I met individuals .who were incarcerated who were
in the high school diploma program for 4 years, serving approxi-
mately 30 years on a sentence. I had the good fortune to be the
keynote speaker at one of the graduate classes at Georgetown Pris-
on in Delaware, and there was an individual who was graduating
that year who had been in the program for 8 years.

I do have the first full executive pardon in my State for traffick-
ing in heroin, which was granted to me by Congressman Castle
when he was Governor, and one of the things I told that individual
who had acquired his high school diploma was that the pardon
board will not even look at you without the minimum education,
GED or high school diploma, and society will not even look at you.

So I am going back in and emphasizing the importance of the
GED and the high school diploma, from an individual who actually
came from the crack house to the jailhouse, and now to the White
House. So I think it is important that individuals like myself go
back and share. And there was nothing unique that I did, except
to acquire my GED and my high school diploma.

There were some other issues like family support, and working
on my substance abuse was also a key factor, but as many of the
panelists who have spoken have said, that collaborative piece with
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community-based organizations and the private sector needs to be
all-encompassing, and I do not think we are getting enough of that.

Senator JEPFORDS. I would just like to point out that I do not
know what the cost is of the education that inmates receive, but
I would imagine it would be minuscule compared to the $20,000 to
$60,00 cost per year to incarcerate, depending upon where you are.
It is amazing how we seem to get our priorities so fouled up in
these matters when we come to deficit reductionso we are going
to spend $27 billion on building more jails and putting more police
officers to put people in and do very little to try to keep them out
through proper education. So your testimony has been very, very
helpful, and I appreciate it.

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you, Senator.
Senator JEPPORDS. Mr. Stuck, you have a very intriguing story,

and I just want to ask all the others how the Federal Government
can take a leadership role in developing the public-private partner-
ships in adult education. What can we in the Federal Government
do to encourage businesses, community organizations, and social
service agencies to better coordinate their efforts on behalf of adult
education so that we can replicate your efforts and those of other
businesses so they the norm rather than being an outstanding ex-
ample of what can be done?

Mr. Hart.
Mr. HART. Mr. Chairman, I do not know if I mentioned it in my

oral testimony, but we have 15 paying business partners in Tucson
in our workplace education project. They range from Hughes Air-
craft, which employs about 10,000 people, to small, 5- or 6-person
manufacturing firms. We have a very successful partnership at
that level, and a lot of it, was instituted by the workplace education
program administered by the division ot adult education and lit-
eracy out of the United States Department of Education.

I think that broadly, the Federal Government could encourage
greater partnership and collaboration by offering funding incentive
for demonstrated partnership collaboration, maximization of local
resources.

I would like to see some way to analyze whether or not programs
are doing that at the local level and at the State level, and if they
are, for the Federal Government to build incentives to reward that
type of work.

Senator JEFFORDS. Dr. Tracy-Mumford.
Ms. TRACY-Mummat). I concur with what Mr. Hart has said. In

Delaware, we have workplace literacy grants, which require a 50-
50 match from the public sector and the private sector. Each year,
those funds are increasing at the State level because of that part-
nership. Other States are doing likewise.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Stuck, y our case is an interesting one,
but I would point out that Motorola came to me many years ago.
Theirs is an incredible story about how to compete internationally
and use the local workforce, but they came to me because the law
required that if you were giving training after hours, you had to
pay time-and-a-half. And even though the people who wanted the
education were getting the benefits from it, and the employer was
willing to pay them straight time, they had to pay the workers
time-and-a-half, which did not really encourage employers to spon-
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sor education. We were able to change that s4o that employers can
pay straight time, at least, when providing training.

We have had a history of disincentives in this sense, and I will
be looking at ways that we can find incentives to promote edu-
cation in the private sector, because it is certainly much more ben-
eficial to everyone if businesses work with the community, and ev-
erybody wins in that situation.

Mr. STUCK. Senator, I would just mention that there was one
thing that senior management asked me to emphasize, and that
was if we do get Federal funding to do work site programs and
things of that nature, we would like to have at least the guidelines
to obtain that be as minimal as possible so that we do not end up
with a lot of bureaucratic red tape to make it, difficult to get that
off the ground.

Senator JEFFORDS. I think I have heard that before. 1Laughter.1
Thank you all very much. I deeply appreciate it. This is an in-

credibly important area where we have to do better, and you have
shown strong examples of what can be done. And James, I want
to thank you especially for being willing to be called unexpectedly
to testifyI thought you had been well-briefed, the way you spoke.

Mr. HARRISON. Senator, I would like to mention one point that
I forgot. It cost the State of Delaware approximately $75,000 to
house me for 3 years, and maybe Dr. Mumford could tell me how
much. my high school diploma and GED cost in comparison.

Ms. ThAcy-MuNwoltn. Less than $500 a year.
Senator JEFFORDS. So $1,500 versus $75,000 over 3 years. That

is not a bad deal.
Mr. HARRISON. Exactly.
Ms. TRACY-MC/WORD. It is an excellent deal.
Senator JEFFORDS. That is an important piece of information,

and I appreciate your bringing it up.
Mr. EAST. Senator, we raise about two-thirds re our funds from

corporations, foundations, and private individuals. And even with
charitable giving, corporations are becoming more concerned with
what is in it for them; they want to see payback to them, even for
their charitable giving.

So in answer to your last question, I would say ask them, and
they will tell you what they need to get involved in this arena, and
they will tell you best. what interests them, because they are be-
coming more concerned with what is in it for them.

Thank you very much.
Senator JI.:FI:oul).s. Well, that. is not an unwise opinion, I guess,

or feeling to have. We have to recognize and let them know what
is in it for them, and certainly the facts demonstrate that it can
be very beneficial, and it is incredibly important.

Thank you again for superb testimony, and I thank all of those
who have been here listening intently. Go and spread the word.

(Additional statements submitted for the record follow:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF' MARY II. LEAllY, 1,rrElutcy TEAcilElt, CENTRAL VERMONT

Ant:I.T BASIC Elil:CATION, ISr.

Thank you on behalf of the adult Intsic education students, stalT and volunteers
in central Vermont who appreciate your willingness to consider how important
Adult Basic Education (Alit.) is to the vitality of its constituent communities. I
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would like to adctour voice, however brief our statement, to the testimony offered
to the ABE Reauthorization hearing you will be conducting on May 19,1995.

Central Vermont Adult Basic Education, Inc. (CVABE) is a nonprofit organization
and the sole provider of free literacy instruction fo- the men and women of Wash-
ington, Lamoille and Orange counties for nearly thirty years. Annually we enroll be-
tween 700 and 900 adults who are learning basic literacy skills, who are studying
for their GED or an adult high school diploma, or who may be studying English as
a second language. We operate with a combination of resources: contracts with the
Vermont Department of Education, local appropriations approved at March Town
Meetings, dollars raised in private fundraising efforts, collaborative projects with
other agencies and, most critically, a dedicated and expanding cadre of volunteers
numbering over 400.

Throughout our history we have cultivated and relied upon the support of the
communities we serve. In return, we have been able to deliver to them a learning
program that continues to be responsive not only to the individuals who seek the
help of this organization but to the larger need of the community whose well-being
depends so critically on a thinking, literate citizenry. It is in answer to both require-
ments that we remain committed to providing the broadest educational opportuni-
ties for adults with academic deficiencies. Indeed, an adult basic education program
should answer equally well the needs of a young parent who wants to be able to
read a bedtime story to a.youngster and the needs of the small business manager
seeking remediation for technically trained employees who, nevertheless, cannot
adequately write the most basic reports or understand communiques issued by their
supervisors.

The concern we have now, prompting me tu write you, are the decisions pending
which could conceivably place ABE within an employment and training consolida-
tion bill. Such a direction would, in practice. narrow the scope of the very edu-
cational offerings we extend to each of our adult students and which we have
learned over timefrom scholarly research as well as from the observations of lead-
ers in our local communities--is absolutely fundamental to full adult participation
in our society.

We cherish the fact that a free, public, basic education is the great privilege of
living in this country and is the mark of an enlightened civilization. At the same
time, we know that an unnecessarily large number of people have reached adult-
hood without having availed themselves of such an education for a variety of rea-
sons. It is for them, for the neighborhoods they inhabit and the families they create,
that ABE must be regarded as an essential, specific service. F'urthermore, as we
rush toward the year 2000 and the realization of the goal of a fully literate nation,
ABE needs the support to do the work so urgently required with the integrity of
its mandate preserved in order to provide a 1Dasic education for all adults falling
within the current broad eligibility standards.

Thank you once again for the respect and consideration you have shown this issue
which we believe to be one of utmost importance.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. The hearing is ad-
journed.

!Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.1
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